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Editorial. 
OUR HOLIDAY NUMBER 
will appear December 18, 1879, after which there will be a va-
cation of two weeks. The attention of advertisers is called to 
thiS opportunity of securing a specially favorable ci~culation at 
regular rates of advertising. Schedule of rates furnIshed on ap-
. plication. 
General Grant has said it. "The United States ~s a nation." 
- 'Now,. henceforth and forever let ' the number of .the verb agreeing 
with the subject nominative United States be singular. Let all 
disputations on this score cease. There is one record back of 
which it is folly to go; and that is the logic of events. Syntax 
to the contrary notwithstanding, ' facts is facts and eggs is eggs. 
And - in the light of events, in view of .the late elec-
"tion 'returns, in contemplation of the Grant boom this week in 
, , Chicago, anti his reception at various points of the Union, it 
would be as ridiculous to wrangle about the number of the verb 
agreeing ~ith United States for i'ts subject as to argue against the 
abolition ' of slavery from texts of Holy Writ. Let all dispute on 
this matter now cease. The WEEKLY is glad that that thing is 
settled. 
It is generally understood that we owe the modern ·drama to 
the "moralities" and miracle-plays of the church; hut· it . is not 
_ so well known that drinking and swearing "are the outgrowth of 
(arly religion . What is "Here's to you and your family;. may 
they live long and prQsper!" but a relic of the incantation of 
our ·barbarian ancestors upon going under the influence of some 
drink or drug to put them into a state of ecstacism suitable to 
the unmasking of mysteries; productive of the dreaming of 
dreams? . The toast, from a religious ceremony, became a social 
custom, until the "good health !" of the modern bibber stands 
out in its true light-a grinning mockery .of the well-known laws 
of health and happiness. . , 
_ The v~actice of swearing is of more recent origin. ~When the 
doctrines of the church 'were well established, heresy against 
the.m oecame the unpardonable [l;.in, and the fulmination of an 
. . ' 
athemas was the most terrible office of the church, and one which 
was too frequently exercised The word damn, from its etymol-
ogy, is ~ mild form of expression, but, uttered in the thunders 
of excommunication, it is clothed in terrors new to its Latinity 
-terrors magnified by the credulity of those in whose hearing 
it is uttered. 
But no surer is a fashion to descend from the duchess to Dinah, 
than a custom, especially of speech, is certain to descel!d from 
the cleric to the layman, fr'Jm the gentle to the simple, from the 
learned to the ignorant. Hence the condemnatory objurgations 
of the church, by ' too much use and too frequent repetition; 
came to be the flippant usage of the indifferent, and the brutal 
exclamations of the vulgar. 
The ovation to Gen. Grant in Chicago, whose degree and 
extent cannot be appreciated by one not a witness to it, means 
more than the respect due to one man, and even more than is 
'due to the representative of a nation. Gen. Grant is the most 
outspoken man in favor of the public schools of any of our 
prominent personages. His speech in behalf of public instruc-
tion at Des Moines some time ago, which was reiterated on the 
occasion of his late visit to Iowa, was one of the most terse and 
forcible of its kind. 
Gen. Grant is a plain practical man. His modesty stands out 
conspicuously, whether in contrast with the titled nobodies 
of the Old World or the sycophantic beslobberers of the New . 
Whatever his boom may a,nount to in the political line, there is 
0'0 doubt that it will have a decidedly favorable influence on na~ 
tional con~olidation and the recognition of the public school 
system as a factor in national life. . 
Gen. Grant is not the highest ideal of a man, but being as 
good as men usually are made, with a head too harn and level for 
difficulties to bewilder or auulation tei turn, practical and reticent 
and generous to a fault, the worst charge laid to his Goor is that 
he trusted and favored his friends. 
" A man he is to all the country dear ,n 
and 
"E'en his failings lean to virtue's side." 
With the enthusiasm of the moment and the conviction of 
years that what Gen. Grant represents in war, politics, ' and edu-
cation is for the. best interest of the country, we wish him a hUIl-
dred thousand welcomes and a merry God-speed. 
Listening to the speeches of teachers, one would suppose tha;t 
school directors and parents were their natural enemies and the 
only obstacle to the success of the schools. Though it sounds 
very much like heresy, it is yet a fact that parents have rights 
which teachers should be bound to r~pect, and that school di-
rec tors have prerogatives and privileges as well as teachers: It is 
the tendency of every officer to magnify his office and its tnds 
and functions, to the extent of subordinating all other mundane 
matters to its aims and purposes. The teacher is no exception 
to this rule; indeed we think the teacher is an exaggerated ex-
ample of it. 
For instailce, good attend,ence is desirable; but it is not al-
ways advisable to rob .the cradle and the grave, the cornfield and 
the potato patch, to secure it. Teachers are usually unduuried, 
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· knowing little of a father's or a mother's feelings,and nothing of 
/ the necessities of a family that is large and poor. In the mat-
ter of regular attendance there is a pedagogical tyrann y exercised 
over pupils and parents in this country, which is simply awful. A 
whole family is::made to feel as though it had been caught steal-
ing sheep when a school-going member of it is sick, and·in view 
of the arrogance of zealous teachers, it is a wonder that the pa-
rents of children who die are not obliged to furnish excuses for 
, their .children's dying. It may not be very pretty in us to dam-
pen the zeal of young teachers, but there should be reason and 
moderation in all things. So, Teacher, once in a while think of 
!he tenderness and solicitude of a parent for his child; think of 
· the difficulties in many instances in keeping the child in books, 
and (,:lothed, and fed, and, perhaps, you will be able to "put 
yourself in his place." By doing so you will not abate in zeal, 
while advancing in charity, knowledge, and consideration. 
TEACHERS' TENURE OF OFFICE. 
IN another part of this issue, we publish an admirable article on the above subject from the New'England Journal of Ed-
ucation. We suggested 'the measure some weeks ago in a local 
\ .. '" 3.1'ticle entitled "The Style of the Stiletto;" and we are not sur-
". pf1sed'that the Boston school board, who are so· thoroughly de-
· voted to the interest of the schools under their charge, have ta-
ken under advisement the measure of making their teachers' po-
sitions permanent during competency' and good behavior. In 
this subject all classes are interested. The villages take, their cue 
in matters educational from the cities, and the district commit-
tees from the villages. By agitating the measure in the larger 
cities the tendency of the movement will be to spread and raise 
th(average)enure of a teacher's incumbency in anyone place. 
.Now, if there are ten reasons why this plan should be adopted 
in Boston, there are ten thousand why it should be made the rule 
in Chicago, as it IS in St. Louis and some other cities of the 
Northwest. 
In Boston there is good feeling and confidence among the 
teachers and no fear of dismissal for personal reasons, .or for 
cpntempt o~ the administration; in Chicago, on the contrary, a 
state of terr:orism on the one hand, and smothered disaffection 
towards the executive on the other hand, plainl y exists. In Bos-
ton die dismissals have been few and for cause; in Chicago they 
were, numerous at the end of last year and chiefly exemplary and 
for punitive purposes. Moreover, the dismissals in Chicago l~t 
year were more for disgrace ,than for permanent removal, inas-
much as many of the "dropped" ones after ' the publication of 
their disgrace walked straight back into the schools, without any' 
action of the board in the premises, or any public recognition of 
their reemployment. That is, this relic of frontier barbarism, 
this annual judgment-day and slaughter-season of teachers, used 
in most cities for mere formality in the renewal of a contract, is 
now used in Chicago for purposes of discipline and intimidation, 
by an executive who, like all weak schoolmasters, is obliged 
for security of position to punish in the direct ratio of pis own 
Imbecility. Verily; tyrants have silent subjects, but their reign 
. , " is brief. . . 
In the annual report of the coffi'mittee on rules and regulations, 
this 'state of things must be changed. The committee, only one 
member of which i~ in the least objectionable, or likely to strut 
' in the garb of a little brief authority, can achieve lasting re-
nownimd win the undying gratitude of teachers all over the 
co~try, as well as that of all lovers of their kind, by doing 
away with the cruel farce of electing teachers annually. Of course 
the responsible position of principal should be filled by ballot; 
but the form of reading a list of names of assistant teachers, and 
having the members say "aye" to it, except in cases of names. 
which the superintendent selects to publish in the daily papers 
for purposes of intimidation and discipline, should be done away 
with, as the stocks, the ducking-stool, and whipping-post were 
done away with years ago. 
If a teacher is to be dismissed, she should receive a month's 
warning to that effect, and at her demand, her case should receive 
the atte'ltibn of a committee, or, if need be, of the whole board. 
The cut-throat method must not and shall not be continued in 
Chicago. We are very much mistaken in regard to public senti-
ment, if it WIll not be decidedly unsafe for the executive of the . 
board to repeat the performance of last June. A teacher is a 
state officer, and in some of his functions, superior to the action 
of the board; a teacher, even though a woman, is also a citizen" 
and entitled at least to the consideration- of a common crim ~ 
inal. This "putting up of jobs" on schoolma'ams must not be 
tried again. It was practically inoperative last year. Such teach-
ers as had the courage to do so walked quietly back into their 
their places; and what is to prevent their doing so another year? 
Certainly the board would not desire to prevent it and the su-
perintpndent would not dare. Then let the whole wretched 
farce be prevented by a rule of the board, making teachers' po-
sitions permanent, but holding them liable to removal at any ' 
time by notification and for cause. 
"We mu£t let Mr. - . -- say what he pleases," or "Miss 
--- do as she pleases, till June !" was the method, and is the 
very language which tpe pompous pretender at the head of the 
school department used last year; but, if the citizens of Chicago 
and the narural protectors of her lady teachers allow another game 
of garroting in her public schools, we are much mistaKen. 
That's alL 
DO(UGHER)TY. 
AT his own request Mr. N. C . . Dougherty, Superintendent of the public schools of Peoria, was investigated on charges 
among which were the following: Falsely stating that he had re-
ceived calls to the superintendency 01 other cities and to other 
high educational po.itions; Being a Democra! with Democrats 
and a Republican with Republ'icans; Pronouncing in favor of 
temperance with temperance men and -drinking beer with beer-
drinkers. 
Now that the trial is over and aScotch verdict rendered it may 
not be out of place to moralize on the charges. No one will deny 
that accusations so frivolous against anybody but a schoolmaster 
would be laughed out of countenance in 'any section of the civil-
ized world. Even against a .clergyman such charges would be· 
regarded puerile and silly. But a schoolmaster is censured for 
what would be a mere eccentricity .iI;l any other man, and if an 
anchorite in principle and an ascel1c in his practice, he is then 
criticised for being unmanly. Not that. the WEEKLY considers 
lying a harmless vice; on the contrary, lying-;-not money~is 
the root of all evil, the seed of all immorality; and the head 
. stoker of the ~hristian's Inferno is very properly called the fa-
ther of lies, and the ta\c.e of fire is with singalar propriety men-
tioned as the future home of liars. But there is lying and lying. 
And ly'ing in an aggravated form seems to be the peculiar vice 
of school superintendents. The best one we ever knew· was not , 
, uite free from it, aI!d a superintendent who, like Mr. Dougherty, 
q , 
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lies only four times a month, and 'that iIi vacation time, and only 
a'bout himself, to magnify his position and prospects, should by 
'comparison with the majority of his class, be canonized as a saint. 
In dealing with the conflicting interests and sympathies of a 
" . school· board, a degree of expedienc.y is required which invaria-
~\y drifts into a species of falsehood, and as the squabbles of the 
, schools are in keeping with the nature of school work, which deals 
entirely with children, the means and motives are apt to be child-
, . ish, and he is comparatively' a truthful school manager who can 
pres.erve his veracity, in'the petty conflict, or confine his falsehood 
· to the white lies of childhood. 
At the worst, Mr. Dougherty's falsehood was imaginative, the 
exaggerat}on of ambition, enthusiasm, and hope, and Peoria is to 
be congratulated 'in possessing a superintendent whose lying goes 
no farther, ' who does not lie teachers into and out of position, 
who does not, at dictation of others, lie his subordinate~ out of 
their reputation, the widow out of office, and the orphan o,ut of 
bread. ' 
Lies are , of two classes according to ecclesiastical authority-
officious and official, venial and mortal sins, the former deserving 
~ purgatory, the latter entitling one to the unquestioned privileges 
· of hell. 'Vhen a servant says that his master is "not in," know-
ing the statement to be literally fabe, he tells an officious lie, 
, commits a, venial sin, and deserves purgatory; but when a school 
superintendent, in order to keep a competent teacher out of a 
place, states falsely · to the board that there is no vacancy in a 
certain school, and then fills that vacancy with what in England 
would be called a pupil teacher. he tells an official lie, commits 
a mortal sin, and deserves perdition. 
1ft this matter of lying, who can throw the first stone? There 
are' some who have the hardihood to tell the whole truth, but this 
habit, as Queen Elizabeth said to the disappointed place-hunter, 
may make dull men witty, but it keeps them poor. As to his 
being Republican or Democratic ~ccording to the environment, 
Mr. Dougherty has St. Paul's authority for being all things to all 
men , and the word of a greater than Paul for being wise as 
serpents and harmless as doves. 
The question "to beer or no~ to beer" is a serious one in west-
ern politics. One aiming to retain a position in the mixed popu-
' !ation of a western city finds it a ticklish task to steer between 
this Scylla and Charybdis, for; 'be it known to the innocents 
abroad; that it gives some people as much offense to refuse a glass 
of beer as it does others to be guilty of taking it. Ciphered 
down to a nicety, Mr. Pic~ard was crowded out of the Chicago 
schools because he could not stomach beer, although a lieutenant 
of his was afterwards cut off because he could, by the very same 
ring that crowded Mr. Pickard out. It is hard to please. some 
· folks. Mr. Pickard was crowded out by , beer and whisky, and 
Mr. Doty was crowded in by whisky and beer. So, if Mr. 
, Dougherty is willing to dri!lk with the beer-loving members of 
his board, and yet kp.ep sober enough to discuss temperance with 
-the temperance , members, it is greatly to his credit and should 
meet with a fitting recognition at the hands of the citizens of 
. Peoria. 
'. .But, seriously, the indulgence in beer, even for p~litical pur-
poses, is a dangerous . undertaking. Facile descensus Averni. 
~What a man can do with impunity at twenty-five may be hazard-
ous if not fatal at thirty-five,' and a man who wants to hold a po-
sition long will be more likely to succeed by taking the right 
side. at ?~ce on the temperance question and keeping it. 
REVIEWS. 
A H".nd Book of Nursing'. for Family and General usc. School Edition. 
Ph.'ladelphia; J. B. Lippincott & Co. Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & Co. 
Pnce, '1.00. 
This book was prepared for the use of the Training School for 
Nurses in the State Hospital at New Haven, Connecticut. We 
have given it a thorough examination, and feel that "'we' cannot 
too emp~a~ic~lly re:ommend it as a book needed in ~~er~ house, 
h~ld, and It IS not too much to say that if every)oy and girl of 
suitable age could be thoroughly drilled in: its 'contents, there 
would be hope that the future generation would not only be wiser 
but healthier and happier. This edition includes 'only Part I., 
Medical and Surgical Nursing, and Part III., Family Hygiene. 
In Part I. plain and simple directions are given for caring ,for 
the invalid, and such ,special cases are noted and treated sepa-
ratelyas are liable to occur in any family. No mother should be 
withuut this aid in the care of her sick child, and any teacher 
~oul? find the hints on Communicable Diseases :and Emergen-
cies Illvaluable. ' Part III., on Family Hygiene, should be read 
every month in every household in the land until the importance 
of carrying out its advice is fully appreciated. It is a book with 
a mission, and we heartily wish that that mission may be fulfilled, 
It shoul~ be "cried from the housetops" until it finds its way to 
every household, and its principles are taught in every school ca-
pable of comprehending them. . 
The School Cookery Book. Compiled and edited by O. Guthrie Wright HOD 
SecretarJ:' of the Edinbur~h School of Cookery. London: Macmihau &: 
Co. ChIcago : Jansen, McClurg & Co. Price 35 ceDts. ' 
This .little book was writte~ chiefly for the use of COOking' 
classes lD elementary schools, but it would '-also bela very desir-
able book for a ,young ho.usek~eper wi thou; previo~s experience, 
a;; all of the re.clpes are given lD small quantities, and the direc-
t'lOns are so mllll,lte that the merest novice could hardly fail to 
comprehen~ and carry t.hem out without mistake~ or difficulty. 
A few utenslls are mentIQned not common in American kitchens 
and an occasional term is used nO,t quite:familiar, but still easil; 
understood. 
The theory of food is given, with its adaptation to varying cir-
curnstance~ and states of health. Very plain directions are given 
fo: the chOIce of meats, also for the care of cooking utensils, two 
t~lIlgs too generally neglected by the average American house-
Wife. 
The sic~-roo~ cookery. is alone worth "the 'price of the bo~k. 
The materials given are Simple, the quantities small the variet ~ood, and it is also stated whether it is nourishing 0: simply cooi. 
lIlg foqd or drink for the invalid. ' 
An appendix,contains suggestions concerning the arrangement 
of ~ook~r~ classes. As it appears while the furore for cooking is 
raglllg, I.t IS a book that should be much sought for. It is well 
bound With water-proof cover, and is of convenient size and shape 
for school use. 
. "':"The ,IQWa Normal Monthly fo~ November contains several 
lively articles. interesting to teachers, a good supply:of local and 
personal gOSSIp, and two valuable lists of names The fi t . 
" . rs gIVes 
qUite a full tabular view of the colleges and universities f h 
state ~twenty,three in ~umber). The second is the list of :ou~t e 
superllltendents who Will enter upon the duties of their office ne~ 
Januar~.. Outof 99 of these, only 45 are the'present incumbents ~ 
a,~urprJslllgly large number of the best superintendents h . " 
fail«:d t<? receive a reelection. aVlDg 
" • "I • •• 
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SELECTIONS FROM "TRAVAUX d'INSTITUTEURS 
FRANCAIS,' . 
Tran slated for THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLV by J. L. PICKARD, 
President Iowa University. 
.' * * * In conclllsion, my friend, politeness, propriety, -and 
good manners are not matters of indifference to the conscien· 
lious teacher. Everything which strikes the public eye or which 
concerns the private life has its influence. The instructor by his 
, example can secure in all social relations, those mutual ameni-
ties-that urbanity which ar!! the charm of society. . 
Attentive to the care of others he ought not less assiduously 
to wat<;h over his own conduct, that he may r~press his impa-
tience, and improve without cessation his own character. 
Gentle wi~hout weakness, severe without harshness, himself a 
child with children, the go~d master is equally feared and loved. 
His calm yet strong will-, holds the attention and the good order 
of his class. There are never heard in his school rude words nor 
cutting reproofs, everything there savors of modesty, self-control 
, 'and wisdom. Children accustomed to live in such an atmosphere 
come readily into the practice of virtue in following the exam-
ple of their seacher . .4IJve 0/ children and self-respect will secure 
, ,fhe instructor against content with' a good furnishing-against 
the mo~t zealous instruction given without plan and purpose. 
They will convict of wrong anyone who 'comes to the child 
without fresh and sufficient preparation. Impressed with the 
f~ll measure of his responsibilities he will each , day prepare for ' 
the work of the day. He'will give to all an example of activity 
"' and of labor that grand law of nature to which' the child must 
be ta~ght to, submit with hiS earliest years. Thus only can he 
attain the end he has proposed to himself and thus on'1y will he 
find his efforts crowned with success. 
We would also make teachers' wives understand that it is 
not safe for them to have anything to do with parents in· matters 
pertaining to pupils. They are in danger of losing much time, 
and of compromising their husbands, who might be forced either 
to contradict them or to persuade the parents of error. If it 
is difficult for the most expert master to know just what he thinks 
of a child-if it is not expedient for him to express himself, if 
he may not know in what measure to praise and in what to blame 
-or in other words when to speak and when to be .silent, how , 
could his wife know? 
There is much more to be said upon this subject, but I forbear , 
lest my lady friend be tempted to make grimaces as she reads 
what I say over the shoulder of her husband. I proceed to other 
topics. 
I have said. that it is- necessary to understand fully the rules 
and to abide by them, for this is the surest method whereby to 
cut short the capricious pretensions of certain parents. I had 
once a boy, who, under one pretext or another absented himself 
from mass every Sunday. They' rose too late, and th~ child 
could not be ready, was the excuse. I replied to the father that 
my wife had more children to dress than his wife had, and my 
children were always ready in time. At the end of arguments, 
he says "But, I am a free ,thinker, and I train my child as I think 
best." . "That .i~ your business," said I, "but my rules do not 
provide for such a case. You are at liberty to secure a modi~­
cation of the rules, but as long as they remain unchanged you 
will agree that I have but one thing to do-and that is to follow 
them explicitly." From that moment his son was punct~al at 
mass, 
There is a turn which may be given' to the best reasons that 
will double their value. At my ·first coming here I had two 
brothers,-noble men to-day-but then detestable pupils, whom 
THE RELATION OF THE TEACHER TO PARENTS. the spring sun, birds' nests, May-bugs, and butterflies took away 
, It is as difficult as it is necessary to come to a complete under- from me for entire months. At last I declined to receive them., 
standing with the parent as to the ('nd of the instruction to be It was the only means of making their very honest but poor ' pa-
given his child as well as to the means to be employed therein. rents reflect. They came to see me and to beg me to receive the 
* * *. * boys again. I appeared inflexible. A last they sent a ,good wo- ., 
. The~e are parents ever, who . have their 'own plans in every- man of the hamlet who hearing ·the children of the neighbor-
,thing, who wish to remodel all programs and regulations accord- hood recite their catechism assumed the title of s.chool mistress. , 
i~g to their shortsighted views, cutting here, adding there, put- I patiently permitted her to open her string of prayers and ,ar-
ting forth at 'the same time their pet systems and swearing in the guments. And as I seemed unmoved. she cried "Do you know; 
'm,!st haughtily modest tone in the 'world, that they really know Sir, that you are very severe?" "Will you please inform me," 
nothing at all about itl . said I, "what your occupation is?" "I wash." "Very well," 
.' SomMDaintain that children I may always be governed by ap- said I, "when soiled linen is brought' you do you not rub it,until 
peals to their reason-others admit the necessity of punishment, it is thoroughly cleaned?" "Most certainly." "Well, I but do 
~ut Can find no form which suits' their taste. the same. . Would you wish me to take, less care of the souls o~ 
I should. never finish were I to pass in 'review all the differences these c4ildren than you do of- their shirts?" She went away 
betw~en families in the matter of eaucation, or e~en the differe~t laughing, and convinced the parents that they had better lend a 
attitude of the same families during a year or even from day to helping hand ,and show, themselves more firm with their children. 
,day, ,At another time, a gentleman came iIi great anger at seven 
Where is the thread 0f .Ariadne which shall give the young o'clock in the evening, de!llanding his SOil who had been' lie-
teacher a clue to this Labyrinth? I know not. All that I do tained by a teacher. I heard him through with calmness. "Is 
~ow is, that one must hold firmly tOlSome well establisheli prin- that all?" said 1. He gazed , at m~ without reply. "Let 
eiple-and that one cannot so hold without great, firmness of us see" continued I, "You need not trouble yourself to explain 
c.Baracter and much tact and affability. Rare indeed will it be, to 'me. Gentlemen can easily understand 'each other! Tell me 
if at the end of his careet:, even then; he does not finc;l his best what is your employment?" "I ani a weaver." "For , whom ?" 
, intentions misconceived. We would persuade all young masters !'For Monsieur H......:.." . "And when you. have finishe4 a pie~e 
'> ' tnat one may sa.y; what he pleases to people, if he is conscious of work does he pay you?" "Certainly." "Al1d then you weave ' 
t~at it is only the tone and the intent which , wounds them. Con- another piece gratuitously in order to serve him?" "I! you are 
" ,~uently ~hey must learn in good time the art of seif-control joking!' ~ "No, my friend, I do not joke at all. So, you will do ' 
~'nd-pf ~ever~pressing sutpri~e at ~nythin~. ' J nothi~g gratuitously even for the man ,who gives you your .. sup~ 
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port-and here is a professor wh,? 9wes you not~i~g _who expe~ts 
~ nothing from you, who is only obliged to .wQ~k,~slx.!.~ours. with 
his class, and who is at liberty' to dispose of. his spare time m ser-
' . s for which he might be well paid, and yet he renounces all , vu~e . d h' 
such chances, shuts himself up with your boy, fatigue as e IS, 
' th::lt he may teach him to obey and to l~ve you-th~t he may 
make him study the lessons which otherwise you must.havemade 
h · study at home-and for him you have only words of anger ~ . d 
and of blame! Go! thank him," said I, showing him the oor 
to the professor's room. "You are right, Sir," said he. warmly,:, 
~nd he departed tossing his cap, but soon returned qUite crest-
.fallen, and as he pa~sed rapidly, tossed me this excuse, "It was 
my wife who put this into lIly head.'" . .' 
This brave man without doubt revealed a umversal eVIl. In 
nine cases out of ten it is the wife who .makes the father com-
plain. 
STELLA AND VANESSA. 
Bv CLA~ HAMILTON. 
T. HERE is nothing in the life of Dean Swift t~at excites more interest or involves more mystery)han hiS amours . For 
this there are at least three good reasons: 
I. He was an Irishman and the Irish are .past finding Out. 
2. He was a genius, and the great original of his age. 
3 . . He l.oved two women with a respect~ appreciation, and ex-
altation that people not born poets or Inshmen~ cannot under· 
stand. 
- . That Dean Swift or any other man was ever deserving the 
whole heart of two women of course could never be believingly 
asserted, but that both great and little men often gain more than 
their just deserts cannot be denied. The only difference being 
that an unknown person may have six or more devotees aI)d if 
he only finally settles down with one, much or all is forgiven, but 
woe betide the public man guilty of any misdeed or indiscretion. 
And it is ~ontrary to human nature to acknowledge that anyone 
person po~esses all the ca~dmal virtues. - It i.s cont~ary toh'u~an 
nature to listen to the praises of a fellow-bemg without saymg, 
"Ah, yes but." and then airing some little meanness, or eccen-
t~icity, or short coming. The .Qull are praised if for only the 
dignity of their stupidity; the silent are called deep; and the 
homely are rated as possessing sterling worth and goodness of 
. heart-all because it is the fashlOll to pull down the gods and 
make heroes of clay. 
Most readers feel that the papers are dull if no scandal or 
c;ime is reported in full detail; so the writers of memoirs are 
apt to lean to the malevolent side and deal in high-seasoned ob-
loquy and scandal to suit the vitiated palates of their readers. 
Many have been the misrepresentations made. of Swift from this 
uncharitable spirit. , 
We know there were two ladies, represented by him as the most 
accomplished of their sex, ' adorned with all charms and graces, 
. and whose hearts were 'wholly devoted to him, and his conduct 
toward those two celebrated ladies, Stella and Vanessa, seems to 
be wrapped ~p in the darkest shades of a,ny part of his history. 
The fairest, most candid, as well as intensely interesting life of 
Dr. Swift is the one written by Thomas Sheridan, his godson 
and the son of the Dean's lif~-long friend, the scholarly Dr. 
-'. Sl}eridan, one of the finest teachers in the country as well as a 
great and most.learned man. FrolD this work this and f.ollowi~g 
articles are simple c~nd~nsations. 
Dean Swift was a man of cold habit, little spurred on by any 
impulse of desire, and appears, in the early part of his life, to 
have had little inclination to enter into the married state, and 
afterwards to have had a fixed dislike to it. He says. his dread 
of matrimony began in early life from home experience; his fa-
ther having imprudently married and left his widow and children 
in a desolate condition. The miseries he suffered made so deep 
an impress:on upon him that he determined never to marry, un-
less he had a fortune, such as might enable him to make a suita-
ble . provision for ~is family, and being naturally of a temperate 
constitution, he claims little merit in keeping his vow. One can 
not read his life without feeling that though he was a perfect 
Platonist in love, he had a heart susceptible of the ~tmost ten-
derness and warmth of friendship. A pattern of perfect moral-
ity, a man was never more free from the vice of hyp')crisy. 
His acquaintance .with Stella commenced at an early period of 
her life, and as her teacher he had a large snare in training her 
up to tilat degree of perfection which she afterwards reached. It 
is no wonder that his admiration of his lovely pupil should in-
crease with her growing perfection ; and that it should produce' 
the strongest attachment to one of the finest pieces of nature's 
workmanship, finished and polished to the height bv his own 
hand. Though h~ acknowledged her one of the most charming 
companions, suited in all points to his taste, and humor, yet had 
it no mixture in it of the passion of love, but was rat'her the ten-
derness of a parent to a favorite child; for the truth of this he 
appeals to Stella herself in one of his poems addressed to her: 
""Vith friendship and esteem possest, 
I ne'er admitted love a guest." 
In her charming society and delightful conversation he lived 
in a state of true Epicurean happiness, and a source 0: pleasures 
beyond the conception of the sensualist, which, far from clogging, 
still increase by enjoyment, and can only be the portion of the 
more exalted minds and refined spirits of the world. Yet, 
though he might have been ct)ntent to have passed his life with 
her,- on the pure Platonic system, it could not escape his 
penetration thl!t Stella had other views, and felt a passion for him 
not quite so refined. And the charms of her society had become 
so essential to his happiness that rather than run the risk of losing 
it, he would purchase it even at the price of matrimony, pro-
vided it could be done with the unalterable resolution he had 
laid down. But while his thoughts were thu~ employed, an event 
happened which unhinged his mind, and wa, the source of Dluch 
di~quiet to him ever after in life. This arose from that all · 
powerful passion which the most renowned sages have not been 
able to withstand, I mean, Love. As one of the doctor's greatest 
delights was to cultivate the minds of youth, particularly ferrial~s, 
he took upon himself the office of preceptor to Miss Vanhomrigh, 
a young lady possessed of every good quality, and adorned with 
every accomplishment that could render her one of the most per-
fect of her sex. Her capacity for learning was such that she im-
bibe~ his instructions farther than he could give them, and m less 
than tw.o years, she had made such progress as astonished him . 
But about this time he discovered a strange alteration in her. 
Her abse~ce of mind showed that her thoughts were wrong. Up-
on inquiring into the cause of this, she ingenuously owned her 
passion for him, and that her whole soul was occupied, not about 
his precepts, but the preceptor himself. Nothing could ha~e 
astonished the doctor more or thrown his mind into such a state 
of agjta!ion, as an unexpected declaration of that' sort. 'In his 
first surprise he tried to turn ·it otT by raillery, but when a woman 
h!l5 on~c< bfolt~n ~hroush the restraint of decorum she is not easily 
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to be repulsed. She in strongest terms both avowed and justi- But both were alike in the absence of card; picture, map, or 
fied her passion for him, by such arguments as must be highly black· board to withdraw attention from spelling-book, reading-
flattering-to hi5 self-love. He now for the first tim'e felt the pas- book, and arithmetic,; alike, too, in the fearless administration of 
sion' oflove. But any idea of marriage must have appeared, from justice in the shape of corporal punishment, after the fashion de-
tlie great disparity of years, as well as many other reasons, to the scribed in Shenstone's School Mistress. 
last degree preposterous, Besides, though he had never entered Time rolled on and brought the 'seventh birth-day, and with 
. into any engagement with Stella, he had given her just grounds it admission to 
to expect, that if he ever did marry, she should be his choice. THE MAN'S SCHOOL. 
He could not therefore have given preferences to another, with- The man's school was a great concern in those days. It had 
out being charged with cruelty and injustice. masters and writing masters, who were generally coordinate in 
To soften the harshness of a refusal to her proffered hand, he power. But when there was any conflict of jurisdiction between 
wrote that beautiful poem "Cadenus and Vanessa," wherein he them, in the language of the regulations, "the grammar master 
showe4 that he was far from being insensible ' to her charms, was the head of the man's school." 
though prudence forbade his yielding to his inclinations. As her ' The building was two stories high, in each story a large room 
passion for him· Was first in'spired by his wit and genius, a poem , 4ox80 feet but lacking l'ecitation rooms. There were eight forms 
written in such exquisite taste, of which she was the subject, was on each 'side containing thirteen seats each. The room con- ' 
not likely to administer to her case. She importuned him so with tained four classes, the master being assisted by monitors, boys 
letters, messages, 'and complaints, that he was obligp.d to assume a of larger growth, or ushers, generally young men just out of col-
sternness of behavior to her foreign to his heart. But whatever lege. There is an old song which describes how a Freshman got, 
, uneasiness VaneliSa might suffer from this conduct of her lover to- along. It was "with a whack.fol-de-rol," and that was the secret 
wards her, poor Stella was still more unhappy. Oppressed by of maintaining discipline at the man's school. ' 
love, jealousy, and disappointment, her spirits sunk, a settled I was presented at this school for admission to its rights and 
m,elap.choly preyed upon her heart, which with a natura:! tendency privileges and its impartially administered discipline on the first 
to decay. impaired her health to such a degree ~ to give most Mondll>Y of April. I.have a vivid recollection of the bench I sat 
ala~ing symptoms of an approaching dissolution. All of Swift's on right under the .center window on the north side of the room 
tenderness returned when he saw the state to which she was re- near the square box stove, twenty boys of about the sa~e age on 
duced, and he was willing to do anything to preserve a life so' pre- ' my right ' hand and twenty 'on my left. While waiting for my 
cious. They were ,secretly married. Vanessa upon hearing of examination, I noticed my sU!T0undings : two hundred and thirty 
.thiS asked her ~f it was a fact, and being answered in the'affima- boys in front of me, divided into four classes, the fourth reciting 
tive, never recovered from the sh6cl~ . Swift was indignant at the in grammar, the third spelling, the first reading in concert, "The 
measures taken by Vanessa to find out if he was married, and he Evening was glorious." 
~howed his indignation in suc;h a manner that she 'knew there was It may be objected that the work of the teacher was largely 
no hope for her, and despair settling upon her, she soon after interfered with by the din of the side skirmishes of the other 
died. Swift's relations with Stella remained the same as before classes, and that the attention of the scholars was liable to be 
their secret marriage, never seeing her ifnot with her companion too much directed to outside exercises. I confess that the ob-
.or other friends, guarding carefully their intercourse from gossip jection appears to have the weight of reason ,in its favor, but 
or scan4al. She died early from some malady, and Swift was left. practically I do not think it was much of a disadvantage. A boy 
. to mO!lrn the loss of a friend for whose sake only he said life was who cannot concentrate his attention on his own business, when a , 
w'!rth possessing. • little noise is going on about him, is not fit to be trusted with a 
" . BOSTON SCHOOLS IN 1830' 
By. GEORGE W. GRAY. 
handful of marbles. The fact is that a good smart boy not only 
minds his own busines but keeps one eye and one ear open for 
every thing about him. The consequence was that we learned 
a good share of the lessons of the upper classes, by hearing those ' 
:. AT about the ~ime that ~hicago)Vas budding into existence I classes recite, though we sometimes failed in our own. Long 
was attendmg school m Boston. The school-ma'am was before I had got into the first-class book, I knew the best of its 
. not so amiable ll!>.she might be. , With her, thumping children on prose and, the most of its poetry by heart, with the proper inflec-
the back to make them sit up straight was a favorite pastime to tions for reading according to the standard of the reading mas, 
vary the dull monotony of he~ing recitations. To keep her ter. All the poetry I know came, that way, and I alt. accused of 
word of promise good she would give every child in the school being poetical, sometimes. 
a thump " in successive and simultaneous order." I learned the old-fashioned rule of th~ee, though there was no 
. 111 this school the boys and girls sat upon opposite sides of the' ,such rule in our Arithmetic, by looking at the boys going 'through 
house, separated by the thro~e of- power, which consisted of a the "Miscellaneous examples" of the first and second cup and 
smaJl square table on which restea a hand-bell and, when not in ,cover on the black.bo~rd, just prior to an annua:! exhibition, !he 
~e, a flat oaken stick enlarged at the end and wide enough to : only occasion on which I remember the bla.ckboard, to be used-
cov.er a child's hand. The position was further fortified by a ' : and I have astonished some learned algebraists in my day by my 
~tove , in winter: In thiJi school no story was read and no song \ expert use of this rule. 
-ever. cheered the little kingdom. In the;firsfschool I attended, ' In those days a school made more noise than at present, and 
however, an opening exe~cise of prayer 'was in vogue, and school if I can believe old Josiah Quincy'S statement, five years before, 
was closed with ·the hymn, "In the Soft Season," or "I sing 'the 1 the noise was much greater. I heard him once ~y that. 
Mighty Power:" btit no musiea:I oasis varied the desert 'monoto- . when he went to a Boston school the school-house could .be 'heard . : • 
• nf of, t~'lattel' ipstituti.on:. ;a miie; in my day it 'could not be heard more t~ ha:!f a mUe. - ' 
t • , 
, 
20, 18791 
- -Edward Everett when looking for the source of New England's 
. greatness, in one of his orations, described the noise Gf a school 
house "a busy hum like that of bees,"-rather a pretty compar-
ison,-but it really was an unceasing fire, with .occasional clips 
like the breaking of fiddle-strings in an orchestra, and then howls 
. of direst anguish, as some poor rascal got his deserts on the out-. 
" stretched palm of the hand, or otherwise. 
But I have wandered from my ,natriculation_ • After an exam-
ination by the Master I was put at the bottom of the school, to 
be advanced a peg, as each one that followed me on-the bench 
wlL\' admitted, and the admissions of that day made a division by 
itself. 
While waiting for our examination, however, we saw several 
things occur calculated to strike awe to the heart of a seven· year 
old. We had a visit from our committee man, a Unitarian 
preacher, since a profound philosopher, Ralph Waldo Emerson. 
He had ascended the stairs and was seen through the glass by the 
boy at the corner of the upper block of forms, who shouted, as was 
his duty, "Door." When the .naster had received him with great 
gravity,he commanded, "Rise,boys," and then conducted him to a 
seat on the platform, then commanded "Boys, be seated," and a few 
words of compliment appeared to pass, and the philosopher and 
• sage and school committee man retired. 
During this interview the head master appeared in his most 
amiable tight, the polished, urbane, courteous gentleman, de-
corous in the highest degree, an exemplification of all the virtues 
that spring from parental tenderness. But the philosopher's back 
had not fairly disappeared through the glass door before he had 
reassumed the long rattan and had shouted, "Jones, Smith, and 
Robinson, get overt he row." . The punishment was inflicted for 
whispering in school, and at the distance of 60 feet it sou'nded 
dre,adful. How the boys howled! , The whole matriculating 
class was fairly warned of the dangers they had to expect, dur-
ing their tutelage in that place. . 
In a school of five hundred there might have been six Catholic 
boys; so of course the Bible was read generally once a week by 
the boys of the first class, It seems to me that just after this in-
fliction of discipline they read the Sermon on the Mount, and I 
thought ~ow blessed the boys were who ·had been corrected as 
before stated, having their place among the meek and poor in 
,heart, and the reviled and persecuted of earth. 
But quite likely I did not thin~ at all , as it was a standing rule 
in those days that boy~ ought not to think, but mind thdr lessons, 
get them by heart, and take whatever punishment, just or unjust, 
should be inflicted on them, as an ordinance of God, 
TEACHERS' TENURE,OF-OFFICE. 
. THE City of Boston holds a proud position with reference 
to the treatment of her teachers. Her policy has been to 
secure the best teaching-t\llent, wherever it could be- found, to 
pay liberal salaries, and to afford teache,rs all the facilities for 
personal improvement and advancement which a city of wealth 
and of a well-established reputation could grant. As the result 
our schools ilTe and have been for years in a healthy condition: 
under a splendid corps of instructors, and they are the just pride 
of. our citizens. One of the grounll rules of a teach'er's profes-
sion lias been well established here, that of fitness for the work 
by personal and literary qualifications. Another remains to be 
- secured, that of permanency in office,or a well-fixed rule that when 
a person has earned a position and reputation as ~ successful 
, , . 
teacher, it shall be made secure against the ordinary accidents 
and influences incident to offiCial and political changes. 
The School Board of the city have under consideration a plan 
to chan~e the hi therto annual electious of teachers to a p~rma­
nent basiS, and to this point we have a word. The teacher's pro-
fession is one'.of large, personal sacrifice. A long course of study 
through a senes of years, often under the most .severe pecuniary 
embarrassments, must be passed before the teacher can enter up-
on her work. Rigid test examinations are applied, personal 
qualifications carefully scrutinized, and an experience demanded 
which, at the outset, might cause a candidate for the office t~ 
shri~k from the ordeal. After· the g'oal of entrance has ' been 
reached and passed, we c,laim that no additional burdens shall be 
imposed by which her future usefulness shall be curtailed, or her 
happiness jeopardized. So long as the teacher remains I,'yal to 
duty, faithful in service, and capable of exercising the' functions 
of a discreet instructor of youth, she should be retained in the 
puhlic st:! vice ptrmanmtly. 
In demanding such protection for the teacher, we do not ask 
for exemption from the ltability to be removed by the people. 
On the other hand, the rule of permanency makes the teacher 
constantly liable. Under the annual-election system, the teacher 
is subjected to a vote of public approval once a year, and having 
secured an appointment, is safe for a twelve-month, crimes and 
casualties excepted. Under the tenure-of-office principle, as we 
hold it, the teacher is constantly subject to the law of fitness and 
its recognition; and the easy rule of such a law in service is not 
a yoke of bondage, but one of the most perfect freedom. Should 
occasion arise, the incuml?ent may be removed at any time, while 
under the annual-election princ;ple the teacher js master of the 
situation so long as the contract holcis. 
Once it was the rule to require the teacher to submit to an an-
nual examination, in order to retain the place for which c;:ontin-
ued service was a constant source of higher qualification. As 
well revive that custom of asemi ·educated period as to continue 
the system of reelecting teachers whose services are yearly more 
valuable to the communities where they have taught. . "The 
yearly account of stock" which the School Board should make 
. ' IS not so much a .surveillance of the teachers' standing among 
ward politicians and offended constituents, which, sadly, is too 
often the case, but the results of the schoolroom work. That 
should always be tried, measured, and proved by all available ' 
standards. No true teacher will shun the "full blaze of public 
criticism" which may be directed-toward her work, and the more 
constant, the more direct, the more fearless such criticism may 
be' the better lor the teacher and the school. What we do ob-
ject to are the secret maneuvers of men who would displace the 
.average competent, on the plea of incompetency, favoritism, 
etc., in order to introduce some fairly incompetent "sister, 
cousin, or aunt," to the vacancy. The average clergyman "works 
in the blaze of p'lblic criticism," without great danger to his 
. success, or the value of his work, and without the annual account 
of stock of an election review. Why may not the teacher? 
As to prec~dents, the authorities of Germany, France, and 
~ngland all favor the idea of permanency founded on good ser: 
vIce; and ~ to "old teachers," it well becomes a community 
to regard WIth some respect and thoughtful consideration the 
va.l~e of such as have made our ~chools what they are, aQd whose 
claims on public gratitude should have some weight, even with 
the average committee-man.-Nalillna/ J(IfU'M/ of EtluealiM. 
, . 
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THE STATES. 
INDIANA.-Nearly,,11 the counties in the state have the schools of the 
rural districts graded, as well as those of the cities and villages. 
The State Teachers' Association will meet Dec. 22,at Indianapolis, and 
close the evening of the 24th. 
The fifteenth annual meeting of the Steuben County Teachers' Institute is 
held at Angola, this week. Evening Lectures are announced by Supt. S. D. 
Crane, of Lagrange; Pres. G. B. . BlOwn, of Terre Haute; and Pres. H . B. 
Brown, of Valparaiso. A good time is anticipated. The program includes 
an excellent list of instructors. One new feafure is promised-two essays each 
day by repreoentative teachers of the county. Mr. D. S. Pence is to have 
charge of. the Reunion and is arranging for excellent music each day. 
E . M. Westhafer, superintendent of' Martin connty, h .. prepared and pub-
l ished, on a ~arge sheet of card board, a cours'e of study for l11e common , 
schools of Martin county. It is designed that this card be fastened on the 
wan of .. the school.room, that the school may become familiar with its con-
t~nts . Tbis course ~f study indicates the work that must 6e done in each 
grade before the pupil can be promoted, but does not in any way limit the 
. amount of work to be done. 
Supt. J . K. Walts, of Logansport, reports a total-enrollment of 1,530, which 
is an in.crease of 96 over last montb, nnd 107 . over the corresponding month ' 
la~t year. The public,schools of Logansport, judging from newspaper rePorts, 
_ are prospering well. . 
ILLINOIS.-We see by the Paxton Ruordtbat Principal McMinn has un-
dertaken to intr9duce "departmental teacbing, in the public schools of that 
place. Mr. McMinn inserts an explanation io the patrons of the school say-
ing that the cbange has been made, I. Because some teachers are always more 
successful in some branches tban in others, 2. The teacher can thus make . 
, better prel'aration on the s ubject he teaches. . 3. The pupils do not adapt 
themselves to new teachers every' year, but do all the work of thiss~e b ..... nch 
,und., the same plan of instruction. . 
. The fn\l~wing resolutinns adopted by the recent W o04stock institute ex-
plain themselves: 
Mr. President and Members of t!u Institute,' 
WHEREAS~ the Hon. Board 'of Supervisors of M~Henry County nave seen 
, fit to appropnate money for the expense of conducting a Teachers' Institute' 
'lUd ' , 
WHEREAS, Our County Superintendent has secured,for o)lr instruction, some 
of th-. advanced educators of our sf ate ; and ' 
. WHE~E,IoS, We believe that the efficiency of our commona!!dpubli~ schools 
Will be mcreased by Teachers' Institutes and by the visiting of schools by the 
County Superintendent, Therefore be it 
. Resolved, That we tenJer our tbanb to our County Superintendent, A. W. 
Young, for the efficient manner in wbich he bas conducted the Institute nnd 
the interest taken by him on bebalf of tbe same. Also, to our State Superin-
tende!!t, Jas. P. Slade. and PrOf. E C. Hewett, for the valuable instruction 
they have imparted before the Institute ; and to all teacbers who have taken 
part in the exercises. 
" . Resolved, That we respectfully ask the Board of Supervisors to make an 
appropriation for an Institute next year; also that they make the salary of the 
County Superintendent sufficient to'enable him to give his whole time to the 
hnprov:ement of our common scbools. ,I,. 
Resolved, That we tender our thanks to the Board of Education of Wood: 
~tock for the use of tbe ball in the public school buililing for our exercises. 
And also to 80me of the citizens for tbe interest manifested by them in attend-
', illg ana takinv; part in the e:rercises. 
Resolved, Tbat we think it tor the interest of Boards of Education and 
school D.rectors.to encourage teachers to attend our 'Institutes. 
• Resolved, Tbat these resolutions be published in the county papers and THE 
.' -E'ilUCATIONAL WEEKLY. Respectfully SlIbmitted. C. S. RICHAIt'DS, 
S. D. BALDWIN, 
Miss S~I~NS • . 
Centralia schools enroll 730 and bave an attendance of 94 per cent. 
B, E, Shawban reports scbool matter> prosperous in Douglas county. 
S. A. Armstrong was elected to fill the vacancy which his brother's death 
left in Ford county School Superintendency. 
Dr. Gregory and wife reacbed home ~n the 31st ult., and have resumed 
their places in the University. The enrollment of students now numbers 
more than 400. Mr. Hildebrant, a graduate of Yale Sheffield Scientific School, 
has been added to the teacbing force this year, as professor of projection and 
other mathematical drawing. 
The teachers of Whiteside couuty had an ins' itute Oct. 25 at the Tbird 
Ward school building, Sterling ; but if we may judge from the Gaulle report 
not nearly all the aforesaid teachers were present. Exercises were given by 
W. S. Jennings, Miss Benson, Miss L. Sawyer, and Prof. Antbony. j'. M. 
Piper was appointed editor, of the educational column of the Sterling Gardte. 
The committee of Peoria School Inspector>, app~inted some time since at 
Mr. Dougherty's request to receive charges and testimony against him,report-
ed to the board Nov. 10. His acquittal had been foreseen by the entire com-
munity'- the prosecution them~elves acknowledging that one at least of the 
charges had failed to stand. 
Tbe report of the committee concludes as follows: 
"Your committee regret tbat these so-called charges have been preferred 
against our superintendent,-and given to the world, on account of tbe ,elf<,ct 
upon our schools, and the injury which such charges, whether the same are 
proven or not, are likely to have upon the accused. 
"Tbe good name of an educator is his fortune, his means of life; and per· 
sons should be slow to make accusat.ons calculated to rdl,ct upon tbe cbar-
acter of a person occupying sucb a position, unless driven to it by the bad life 
or improper conduct of the party accused. 
"Your committee would furtber say that in their opinion Superintendent N. 
C. Dougherty bas filled the position of superintendent of scbools in this city 
in a manner alike creditable to himself and beneficial to the schools, and that 
nothwitbstanding the charges brouJ:ht against bim as a man, not' a solitary 
word has been said against his efficiency as a superin:endent, but that a1l the 
charges are entirely foreIgn to anything connected with our public schools." 
The report was adopted by a vote of 14 to 2. ' 
The primary department of ,the Blue Island public school has been closed 
by the School Directors on account of diphtl:eria. A number of children ar" ' 
quite sick; four have died. . 
A teachers' institute is to be held at Lyndon next Saturday. On the pro-
gram we n<ltice the names of C. G. Glenn, Miss Jennie Booker, J. A. Slater, 
(Mr. Slater is going to tell his Msociates whetber or not it ~ays to invest money 
in educational journals), Geo. C. Loomis, Miss F. A. Wells, A. W Bastian, 
L. L . Morrison, M. R. Kelly, Thomas Diller, W . W. Knowles, j. M. Piper, 
and S. A. Maxwell, , -
In Green county, during the mon ths of July and August, tbe first Normal 
S'chool in the county was held in Grecnfield. About 'seventy-five attended 
the session; it was full of interest and was pronounced an eminent success. 
Soon after this, monthly Institutes were held and the increase in attendance 
and interest has been very marked indeed. On Saturday last the regUlar 
meeting was held in Greenfield. Teache ... from all parts of the county were 
present, tbe attendance being about one hundred and forty. Among the at-
tractive features of the program was a lecture on "Reading and How to Cul-
tivate the Voice," by the Elocutionist, J R . Scott, of St. Louis. It is deter-
mined to hold these monthly institutes during tbe year, and unless the interest 
is abated they will continue, during tlu entire IureiJft~r. In Green County 
the banner waves from the outward wall I <I * * . 
WISCONSIN.-Rev. L. W. Winslow. of Peshtigo, hasoeenre,Hected Super . 
intendent of Marinette <;:ounty by a majority of 572. 
In Kenosha ~ounty 84 per cent of the teachers in the public schools attend-
c!d the institute recently held at Salem. 
In Milwaukee the high school teachers, the principal, and the school .board 
are trying to settle up a matter of shortage on salaries that arose last ' July by 
the Principal's action in dismissing' school three days too soon despite of the 
rule of the board. . 
Principal Hubbard of the Kenosha high school has had the bOard of edu-
cation "peeking through key-holes" to convince them that his boys and girls . 
are a "bad lot." The board issued to each pupil a copy of the ·'regu.laUons" 
and gave them to understand that law and order wou~d certainly prevail in 
the end in spite of their opposition. By the account in Tlu Telegraph the 
little city by the inland sea has been considerably agitated over the t ~ouble. 
The October report of Supt. Somers, of Mtlwaukee, shows, total enro\lmellt, 
13,320; increase 'lver last year same month, 946 ; whole number of pupils 
i tudying German, exclusive of high school,1,618_ - The high school. bas:~ 
, " 
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enrollment of 255. The total cOst of schools per scholar' has declined ' from 
$'11.83 in 1875-6, to $11.10 in 1878'9. The terms of service of the different 
· t<a,;hers in the public schools are as below: Less than one year, 13; one 
y'ear, 38; two years, 40; three years, 24; four years, 24; five years, 26; six 
years, 27; seven years, II ; eight years, 14; nine years, 4; ten years, 4; 
more than ten years, 21, which is a good showing indeed. 
The ladies wbo were candidates for the office of county superintendent in 
ihis .tate have been rather cavalierly dealt with. Mrs. Woodworth (D~m. 
aq,d Greenback) was 'beaten in Pierce county, Mi ;s Cuckow (Dem.) in 
Rock county (eastern district) and Miss Richmond (Rep.)in Green county. 
Miss Cuckow ran ahead, of her ticket and Miss Richmond was beaten in a 
strong Rebubiican county, which shows that partis<mship had very little to do 
with the contests. BU.t the same thing is shown by Hubbs' (Rep.) election in 
democratic Tefferson county, and Viebahn, a staunch Repuhlican, in Manito-
woc, a democratic stronghold. 
The yournaf' of Education says : "A subscription of $250 was made last 
month in the directors' car on the Wisconsin Central Railroad, for the purpose 
of starling a public library in the village of Colby, in Clark county." 
The Holiday Session of the State Teachers' Association will occur, as usual, 
at Madison. The Academy of Arts and Sciences will hold its annual session 
at the same time and place, and it is expected that many of the daily meetings 
. WIll be in common, as many of each body are members of both, and desire to 
. miss the work of 'neither. The indefatigable, unconquerable, and always 
amiable Railroad Clerk, Prest. W. D. Parker, of the River Falls Normal, has 
, al~eady obtained the usual reduction in fares to and from the place of meeting. 
The Principals' and County Superintendents' meetings will occur as usual in 
c,?nnection with the o~her meetings above named. 
MICiuGAN.-The Alpena school board is agitating the question of employs 
ing .a special teacher to jtive instruction in vocal music in the public school-
of that city. 
'. The Caro schools which have been suspended for a number of weeks on 
~account of diphtheria, will resume next Monday. A few cases of the disease 
are. reported from !)Ie adjoining country, but in·the village it has apparenfly 
subsided. . 
Many of the Wyandotte school children are staying at home on account of 
, the measles. 
A recent number of the University Ckronicle contained an article decrying 
college rowdYIsm-and the boys propose to have another paper now, as "the 
CI,~onicle does not fairly represent all the departments." . 
Prio. Wheeler, of the Milford Union school, has been arrested on a charge 
or' assault and battery, preferred by one C. H. Van Deusen. There is a great 
deal of local talk about the matter. . 
/ One of the Marshall ward schools has been closed on account of the diph-
theria. . 
.Edwin S. Sherrill bas gone to Lansing to take G. W. Knight's place, tem-
porarily, as principal of the high school there, Mr. Knight having been tak~n 
ill. 
George Hempel has been appointed to fill the vacancy caused by the res-
ignation of A. P. DeWolf as principal of the Saginaw' City high school. Sal-
ary, $goo. . 
·Prof. C. F . R. Bellows, of tbe State Normal School, has now in press an 
Arithmetic designed for the use of teachers. Prof. Bellows' long experience 
in teaching enables him to appreciate the trouble children have in grappling 
witb the abstract ideas that so abound in the first pages of the average Arith· 
metic, and his experience in teacbing teachers has shown him where the in-
sirnctor is apt to fail in the presentation of his subjec~. As an aid to both 
- teacher and pupil" Prof. Bellows has made a book in which every .step in 
\. arithmetic is thoroughly analyzed, and every problem is separated into its 
elements. The "points" which should receive the most aUention are carefully 
noted, and methods of drill suggested. Another aim of the Professor is to de. 
velop not only the child's power of reasoning, but also his power to express his 
thonghts clearly and concisely, a thing which mathematics are, by reason of 
their exactness, capable of doing in the highest degree.- Ypsi/anti Commer-
cia/. 
Mrs. A. H . Patteng'ill, wife of ~rof. Patten gill, of the University, died Nov. 
1St atfAnn.Arbor. She was herself a graduate of the University of the class 
of '76. ' 
The Ionia county teachers' 'association held its first meeting for tbe current 
school year at Ionia, Oct. 25. It proved a very successful one, much interest 
being manifested. Prof. Estabrook ' of the- State Normal School wasl'in at-
tendance. Prof. J. W. Ewing was elected president. 
, .' 
When tbe Albion central scbool house was found to be on fire, last week, 
Prof. E . C. Thompson coolly told the pupils to pack up their books, and then 
dismissed school in tbe usual manner. The) oung folks wtre all out of doors 
before they fairly understood what was the matter. 
Thos. Burch, of Eaton Rapids, has caused the arrest of Prof. E. P. Hol-
brook, principal of the Eaton Rapids schools, on charge of excessively whip. 
ping a young Burch. 
The Genesee county teachera' institute proved a decided success. Among 
the lecturers present were State Supt. Gower, Prof. Estabrook, general mana-
ger, Prof. C. B. Thomas, of Saginaw City, Prof. T. M. Gass, of Fenton, Profs. 
Crissey and White, of Flint, and others . Over 100 teachers were in attend. 
ance. 
The 28th annual meeting of Michigan Teachers' Associarion will be held ar 
Lansing, Dec. 29, 30, atid 31. On Monday evening, Dec. 29, the opening 
address will be delivered by Rev. Kendall Brooks, D. D., president of KlIa-
mazoo College. During the two following days papers and addres' es upon 
timely and important topics will be given by E. P. Church, superintendent of 
schools,Greem'ille; Austin George, professor of rhetoric, State Normal School; 
Alfred Hennequin, professor of modern languages, University of M,chigan; 
R . C. Kedzie, professor of chemistry, State Agriculturnl Collegt ; W, H . Paynt, 
professor of pedagogy, University of MIchigan; Z. C. Spencer, sup:rintend . 
ent of schoels, Tecumseh; I. M . Wdlington, prinCipal of the high school, 
Detroit, and others. Brief reports upon the condition of educarion Rt home 
or abroad, or upon new features of the educational work, will bo made by 
prominent educators of the Itate. As usual, these papers and report. wIll'be 
discussed by those who have made special preparation, but it is hoped that all 
members of the associ",tion will freely join in the discussion, with a feeling of 
responsibility for the full treatment and just determination of all quellion, un. 
der consideration. The executive committee desire to mlke this tbe special 
feature of ~he ~ession-a careful discussion of all important topics presented m 
the papers and reports.-Lantinc Repu6/i£a,.. \ 
IOWA.-Mr. F . B. Cowgill is pressdent of the Albion Teachers' ASlDcia. 
tion. 
Will Carleton, the well-known poet and magazine writer, delivered a splen-
did lecture in Marshalltown recently, for the benefit of the newly organized 
library association. Mr. Carleton made no charge, thereby meriting the sin· 
cere thanks of all concerned. 
The Jasper county 'teachers' association held a session at Newton, Nov. 14. 
15. Rev. E, D, Eaton lectured Friday evening. The following subjects were 
discussed the following day: "How shall we cultivate in our pupils, a love 
for good laterature;" "How shall we secure the teaching of subjects rather 
than the hearing of recitations;" "'Nhat means call we employ to prevent tar· 
diness ann secure the regular attendance of our pupils;" "Rhetorical exercIses 
in Schools-ihe benefitS to be derived, and how they should be conducted ;' 1 
and "What relation exists between good schools ann good national govern · 
ment." Papers were read by several teachers. 
Mr. R. A. Mathews is county superintendent-elect of Jasper county. 
Four years ago Mr. P. S Morton gave up the superintendency, at 'the reo 
quest of a majority of the voters of Scott county, to C. H. Clemmer. Next 
January.the latter will give place to the former by autbor;'ty of the same popu. 
lar will. 
Miss Maud Archibald is superintendent elect of Mills county. 
Mr. S. A. D . Hamilton is editor of the educationlll department pf the /)llIa 
Ind,pendent. . . 
A decision of interest to teacher.; waS given by the Supreme Court a fe. 
weeks ago. It was the case of Thos. Mann VI. The I ndependent School D Is-
trict of LeGrand. The plaintiff, under an unwritten contract, taught school 
two months, and was discharged and paid for the time he taught, He claimed 
that his contract was for one year, and sued for damages for breac~ of the 
contract, The court below (Judge' Bradley) ruled that the contract was in. 
valid, and. his judgment is sustained by the Supreme Court under the law re-
quiring such contracts to be' in writing. 
There are one hundred flnd eighty.six boys in the well.managed Reform 
School at Eldora. 
An exchange says that the teachers of lhe Burlington public Icbools have 
organized a normal class. 
Miss Tallman, of Lyons, read very acceptably and entertainingly to a Belle-
vue audience recently. 
The school chi.ldren of Chariton gave Gen. Grant a grand reception ~hen 
he passed. through that town on his ~ouruey acrol8 the ltate. • 
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NEBRASKA.-Professor Birch has resigned the ~athematical chair of Wes-
leyan University. O;ceola. and Miss Minnie McConnell has been elected to 
sncceed him. 
We glean the following from the I.st number of L it,rary Notts: 
Omaha has 2.550 in the public schools and about 1.000 in other schools. 
The Brownville Adv,rtiur has a paragraph that may have peculiar force in 
Sheridan. but it is too suggestive to be confined to anyone district. Here it 
is : "A first·clas, teacher who wishes to furnish books. work for nothing .and 
board himself. will do well to apply to the Sheridan schoo!''' 
Principal Vwe. Plattsmouth, has engaged a teacher 'in vocal music to in· 
struct as many of the school children as WIll ply fifty cent, . Other persons, • 
a dollar. This is the best that can be done in a district that does not regard 
instruction in singing as the ~ight of the common·school pupil . 
Siate University attendance exceeds 200. The boarding.hall is well pat· 
· ronized. The military company has from forty to fifty members. They par· 
· ttcipated in the Gr&nt reception at O·uha. and wor~ . highly praised by the 
General. the veterans generally. the Mayor. and the whole city. - A gymna-
sium club_has been organized. 
Supt. Lamb. Llncaster Co .• warns the districts against a certain or un·cer-
tain ten·dollar map·agent. The agent goes to each member of a B lard and 
represents th.t the other membors have consented to buy. In this way he 
gets the signatures of all to a contract. A contract so obtained is not bind. 
ing. 
To what extent a superintendent mly "make money" by an institute may 
be inferred from the Slline Co. institute fi~ures. Receipts. $132.50. Expen. 
ditures. '[38.50. Supt. Dixon and wife received a solid silver cake-basket, 
as a testimonial of respect from the teachers of this institute. . 
.: O'lIlO.-Supt. Job~ B. Peaslee, of Cincinnati, has publisbed a tabular state-
ment·of the school statistics. of that city f"r the four week. endin~ Oct. 17. 
1879. It show. a tot 11 enrolLnent of p'lpils am )untin~ to 29,121. of whom 
. J5.407 are studying German. 
Mr. Livingston. of the Junior class in Delaware University, teaches the 
higher department of a school near Columbus during the coming winter. By 
a strange coincidence. another Mr. Livingston teaches the lower department. 
The Southern OhIO Teach'ers' Association will meet in Jackson during hol-
iday week. 
The total enrollment of the Colnmbus public schools for the month ending 
October- 24th. was 6,9[8-boys 3.35[. girls. 3.567; average daily attendance 
0.144.7; average daiiy absence. 374.1; percentage of attendance. 94. In 
the high school. po-senior cla,. 59. junior 93, second 125, first 233. One 
hundred and forty-two teachers are employed. besides two superintendents. 
Superintendent Ashbaugh, of Defil nce. is able to report. for tbe month 
ending October 31, an increase of nearly three 'Per cent in attendance the 
prevIous month, with but one case of tardiness and a reduced numb'-r of cases 
of truancy. 
• . At the,late meeting of the Centul Ohi" TeJ.cher;' A" ociation in Colum-
bus, a motion was brought forward to ask the Executive Committee of the 
State T!'acheu' A,-oclation to hold the ned annud meeting somewhere with-
in the state. The motion seems a 'singular one, upon the face of It; but - it 
was' developed that a large 'number present favored Chautauqua as the next 
place of m~eting. Supt. Hancock, of Dayton, President of the National 
- Teachers' Association. led the opposition to ·the motion, and succeeded in get· 
· ting it defeated by a vote of 33 to 37. So it is quite probable that the next 
reunion will· occur at the renowned Assembly grounds on Chautauqua ·L,ke. 
The furnace in t~e Central W.ud School 'hou;e.at Urblna exploded on the 
6th inst. The furnace was demolished. and mmy pupils thorollghly shaken 
_ up ~nd frightened. • 
• The Alliance Rroiew calls 10udlyJor the introduction of instruction in the 
rudiments of vocal music. into the public schools ,of that place. 
'School-book wars are in progress at Cincinnati. Columbus, and Zanesville. 
' 'F~e Bl1ckeye boys on Hallowe'en were quite generally on the ra\Dpage,and 
much mischief was done. - At Fremont, the home of President Hayes, it 
';il\. take ~50 to repair the damage done to school property that·.n!ght. At 
Hiram College President Hinsdale gave the 1!oys a ~ociable. hoping to work 
off their animal spirits in that way; but still a number of old_fashioned pranks 
were performed. and several indIscreet youths had to be disciplined for it • 
. ,. • . The growth of the public school system in this st~te has not yet killed all 
.. ' the private and special schools. The Mansfield Normal was to re·open on 
tlie 18t1r inst, with Improved prospects; and the Youngstown Industrial-a 
, nil! institution, we believe-was to open on the aftemoo!l of Saturuiy the 
. 15th. . 
The authorities governing Monnett Hall, at Wesleyan University, have ·is. 
sued an order that students must not call upon young ladies oftener. than twice 
a week, and shall remain no longer than 7:15 P. M. Co . ~ducation does not 
seem to be altogether a success at Delaware. 
The annual statistical reports are beginning to go into the State School' . 
Commissioner. From some advance publications it is learned that Mahoning 
co(nty last year paid average wages to men leachers of ' 39 per month; to 
women. '27 ; in the union school districts. $54 and '~I. In Geauga county 
men teaching primary schuols are paid '28, ladies '17; in high schools '56 
and '36. 
A young woman has recovered '35 damages against the Pomeroy Scbool -
Board for expulsion on account of her refusal to take drawing: as required by 
the rules. 
The enterprise and shrewdness of the pupils of the Medina high school 
have enabled tllem to add a '115 school organ to the school ~quipment. 
KANSAs . ....,Examination of candidates for State Certificate •• Dec. 29-Jan. '3 
at Topeka. 
The twelfth annual session of the Kansas Academy of Sciences. which wils 
held last week. was one of unusual interest, and a goodly number of new memo 
bers were received. The old officers were reelected, as follows: President. 
Prof. B. F. Mudge, of Manhattan; Vice PreSidents, Profs. Snow and Carruth; 
Secretary, E. A. Popenoe, and .Treasurer, R. J. Brown. Prof. Canfield, of the 
State University, lectured before the ACldemy on "The Relation of the Staie 
to a Higher Education." 
The State Teachers' Association will meet, in Topeka,:Oec.29. A la~ge 
attendance is already promised . 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
-Lasell Seminary, Auburndale, Mass., has secured the services of Mary J. 
Saff<lrd Blake, M. D ., of Boston. for a course of ten or more .. Practiial 
Talks" before its pupils. Noone knows better than Dr. Blake how to say to 
young women just the right ' thing about themselves, their privileges and du-
ties. Charts, manikin, etc .• are used to illustrate the physiological part of the 
lectures, the first of whic~ was given Nov. 19. ' 
'-No ·educational institution in this' cQuntry has probably so large a teac ing 
force in proportion to the students, as West Point. At Yale and Harvard the 
proportion IS about [to 10; at the Military Academy it is 1 to 5. At Yale a ' 
professor has sometimes 60 men in a recitation room; . here he hall 9. Here 
the student must learn; there he may. Here he must learn so much, and no 
more ; there he must learn a little less than so much. but may learn a great 
deal more. 
-Ha,vard College is to be congratulated on the receipt of the largest be-
quest in its history. one which will amount, aU told, to som~thing like half a 
million of doliars. The generous testator is the late Walter Hastings of Bos· 
ton; who gives substanti~l\y from ,zoo,ooo to '25°,000 for the erection of a 
new college hall in memory of his father, grandfather. and great grandfather. 
all of whom were Harvard graduates, and the remainder of his estate. after· 
certain life trusts shall have been discharged. for a Walter Hastings fund. the. 
income of which is to be expended at the discretion of the President and Fel: 
lows, He suggests that it be used for the benefit of students who are sons of 
American parents in i,!dig~ilt circumstances. 
GEOMETRY. 
To tl" Editors of tlu Wukly: 
In Playfair's Euclid, by 1. Ryan, p. 168, it is printed: "A line or other g~ 
ometrical magnitude· ... as ii "a line," having imaginary length, but wi hout 
br~adth. and with Jut thickness. could be a "geometrical magnitude." 
The better way is, 
I. A natural point is an Atomic Solid. 
2. A continuation of atomic points constit'ltes a line. which is a Capiliary 
Solid. , 
3. A. natiiral surface is composed of Capillary Solids: 
4. A parallelopipedon may consist of four Capillary Solids. or nine, or six-
teen. or more. REV. WM. IS~AC LooMIS. 
MARTINDALE DEPOT, COL. Co., N. Y., 'Nov., 1879. 
-If any of our readers are contemplating the purchase of a first· class school , 
or parlor organ. th~y will do well to correspond with the Educational P\l1'-
chasing Agency. 81 Ashland Block, Chicago, the manager of which is pre-
Fed ·to give oottDm lirurtl on an,Estey Organ: " . 
The, ··Educational yv eekly. 
B~CKNELL'S BIG BID. 
A FEW weeks ago Mr. Thomas W. Bicknell paid a flying visit to Chicago, looked at a few of the schools and into fe~er of them, .and u~.n his 
retllrD to BJston wrote himself a letter on the' subJect, and pubhshed It IQ the 
New England Juurnal of Education. This letter contains some startling 
news to the people of Chicago. It makes Thomas Brenan city treasurer and 
Phil. Hoyne and John C. Richberg prominent lawyers. If the bar of Chicago 
ever ~aw the J ournal they would smile at such a characterization of 'Rich-
be~~; but Mr. Bicknell could not be expected to know that there is a standing 
offer of 1500 to the person that points out the contested suit in which Richberg 
iigured, and the journalist thaI confuse. Tom Hoyne WIth ihe ~ea~ j~r:st Phil. 
- would be equal to saying that Daniel Webster wrot e Webster s dictIonary or 
- that Phil. Sheridan produced " The School lor Scandal." 
. One of the inexcusable mistakes of Bi cknell-if it is possible for a Boston 
man to make a mistake-is the statement that the eight-grade system was in· 
- troduced during the administration of Mr. Doty. Mr. Doty became superin-
tendent in 1877, and the eight grade system was introd.lced in 1875. It was 
-conceived at the "Round Tallie" meeting-a society of the superintendents of 
the Northwest that used to meet and discuss school matters infC(rmally, 'until 
Mr. Doty played "rat," by accepting the second place in Chicago with the 
express and notorious under;tanding that Mr. Pickard ~as to be , "nagged" int.o 
resigning, and his high puffiness elevated to the supenntendency. When thIS 
system was projected, Mr. Dot~, bei~g ~he on~y member of the "Round.Ta-
. ble;' destilute of original educatIonal IOslght, seIzed the measure, paraded It as 
his own, and has banked on it ever since. 
Mvreover, it was an unfortunate fruit of collective unwisdom, and has done 
more to make our public school system a Procrustean ' bed than any other 
measure that has been lately adopted. 
Mr. Bicknell compliments the present administration, saying that Mr. Doty 
is noted for efficient general management and Mr. Delano for philosophical 
ireatment of educational measures. Well, that is one way of stating it. BUl 
- in Chicago, the teach~rs call Mr. Doty 's "general" characteristics niffuseness, 
- nebulosity, and scatteration, and Mr. Delano's philosophical dissertations, 
tiresome platitudes abJut composition writing in the Third grade. At the last 
institute Mr. Delano, (Mr. Doty made an excuse to be absent) spent thirty· five 
minutes saying · what a good speaker, scholar, or educator would have said 
in thirty-five seconds, and what a better speaker, scholar, or educator would 
not have said at all. He is not a classical scholar, nor a scientist beyond the 
text-book tudiments, nor a man of any literary attainments or a particle of 
originality or practical ability. He builds b~lIoon sen~ences. withou~ an idea 
'for a foundation, and reels them off mechamcally to hiS gapmg auditors who 
listen through force of hahit, since most " f them were his pupils in the normal 
scho,l, and were trained to listen to him, as they do to any other common-
,place mevitable noise. He is merely a cowardly, cunning little man, study-
iug nothing but now to avoid giving offense' and how to ke~p his place, wbich 
fact, since he is wor.h $60,000, is the very r~ason why he should lose it. I , 
there a man, woman, or child in Chicago who can truthfully say that Mr. 
Dolano is misrepresented in the above descIiption? And yet this man is the 
- working superintendent of the schools, for Mr: Do:y is nothing but a book-
agent. He went through just enough at college to qualify him for book-
agency work; he commenced life as a .?ook agent, and he has never forsaken 
his original occupation. . His recommendation on the subject of readers last 
summer was one of the most remarkable projects of the century. It ,was Ap· 
pleton's First Reader, B,mes' Second, Sherwood's Third, Cowperthwait's 
Fourth, Appleton's Fifth. This was all right as far as il went, but where was 
Harper, and Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co., and Scribner, and Lippincott, andJ. 
P. Morton & Co., and Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co. , and Butler, and all 
the others? Of ceurse the report met with general derision and disgust, so 
tbat even as a book-a~ent he is not a success, and the old readers were re-
tained, although one reason why Mr. Doty was brought to Chicago was to put 
them out. 
Now for Bicknell's bid. His 70uynal has of course hut a small list in 
Chicago, and to take even the crumbs from the WEEKLY'S tnhle he is willing 
to sell out to the powers that be and make this interested and incorrect esti. 
mate of the present school administration, knowing that it is not the opinion 
of the great mass of the people of Chicago or her teachers, knowing that it 
is ,the very opposite of the views of the Iiest citizens of this city-and this 
notwithstandieg that he and Mr. Pickard were bosom friends, notwithsta"ding 
that, he squeezed the hand of the writer to the verge of aching at one time be-
cause,he, in a twenty-minute speech, stemmed the torrent of Mr. Doty's fool-
isliness and turned it hack for a year. Mr. Bicknell knows how Mr. DolY 
, 
was brought to Chicago, and what kind of a man Mr. Doty is, and when he 
says that the supervision of the schools of this city was never hetter, he mi,-
states the case and he knows it. Verily, this fi ;h-blooded Bostonian would 
shake hands across the bloody chasm with the murderer of hisJgrandmother, 
if be could make a dollar by. it. 
ROMAl'!' OR ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION OF LATIN? 
To tl .. Editors of the Wee"l.Y : 
In THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY of Oct. 30, the statement is made that, 'Ihe 
arguments in favor of the "Roman" pronunciation of Latin have infillenced 
the majority of leading colleges of this country and England to ad"pt that 
pronunciation. This is the ninety-seventh time that I have seen this assertion 
in print. Permit me for the ninety.seventh time to contradict it. I have the 
word of a prominent scholar of O.ford, tbat neither of the English univenities, 
nor the great public schools of Eton, Rugby, and Haryard, have adnpted that 
pronunciation. If any leading American college has done so, except Harvard 
and Michigan, the fact has escaped the careful notice of 
Yours truly, GEO. P. WELLES 
CHICAGO HIGH' SCHOOL, Nov. 5, 1879. 
The statement to which our correspondent refers was based 
upon the latest published statistics relating to the question. In 
a ' volume published by D. Appleton & Co. within the last nine 
months, which was prepared by one of the leading high school 
principals of the West, Prof. A. F. Nightingale, of Lake View, 
Ill., entitled "Re'quirements for Admission to Colleges of the 
United States," we find the statement that out of 43 leading col-
leges enumerated, 23 use or prefer the Roman pronunciation, 18 
the English, one the Continental, and one both English and Con-
tinental. The 23 which use or prefer the ROI:Ilan pronunciation 
are, we think, sufficient in number and importance to justify the 
statement objected to by our correspondent. The eXlct number 
of leading colleges in England which use or prefer the Roman 
. pronunciation we are not prepared to give, and it is possible that 
our statement was incorrect. We shall be obliged to any of our 
readers who may have the data at hand if they will contribute 
what they are able to the further elucidation of the subject. The 
. statistics presen~ by Prof. Nightingale were "carefully prepared 
from correspondence with the presidents or Latin professors in 
all these institutions." 
The names of the 23 colleges are as follows: Allegheny Col-
lege" Boston University, California State University, Chicago 
University, Columbia College, Cornen University, Cornell Col-
lege, H arvard University, lIlint)is State University, Indiana As-
bury University, Johns Hopkins University, Michigan ,State 
University, Middlebury C"llege, Minnesota State University, 
Princeton Co\1ege, U n.ion College, Vanderbilt U niversity, Vassar 
College, Washington and Lee University, Wellesley College, 
William and Mary's College, Williams College, Wisconsin State 
University. 
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN HISTORY. 
To the Editors of tlu WeeRly : 
In number 133, Wm. E. Lehr asks what important events occurred on lev-
eral given dates. In brief the answell are as follows: 
Sept: 17, I 787 . .:....The new Constitution adopted. 
Dec. 24,1814.- The treaty of peace was agreed to and siped by the agents 
of the U. S. and Great' Britain at Ghent. ' 
Jan. 8, 18Is.-Tbe memorable battle at New Orleans. 
Feb. 2, 18411.-The treaty of peace concluded hetween the United States 
and Mexico. 
April 9, 1865.-The, capture of Lee's anny at Appomattox Court-honae. 
Oct. 7, 1765,-The first Colonial Congress assembled at New y.,rk. 
Dec. 31, l77s.-The disastrous attaCK on Quebec, and the death of Gen. 
Montgomery. 
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Oct. 16 (17 ?), 1776.-Howe's attempt to cut off Washington's communi. 
cation with New England. 
Dec: 26, 1776.- The surprise and capture of the Hessians at Trenton. 
De~. 27, 1776.-Washington 2iven the power of dictator for six months. 
July 2'4. 1778.-The massacre in tbe Valley of Wyoming, also the i·nvest-
ment and capture of Kaskaskia by Patrick Henry. T. 
WORTHINGTON, 0., Nov. 10, '79. 
The intention of Mr. Lehr was to draw out an expression of 
opinion as to the adyisability of using such questions, not for the 
sake of the mere answers. Will any of our readers volunteer an 
. opinion on the subject? 
A SEQUEL TO A STORY. 
To tl" Editors of Thi WttHy: 
In tbe Practical Teacher. for November tbere is a story beginning, as all 
good stories should, witb once upon a time. Tbis pleasant story wbicb Miss 
• Agnes S. (,lin man tells, is of a teacber wbo resolved to put an end to tardiness 
in her scbool . . Tbe first step was the singing of a tardiness song by the school 
on the entrance of a belated pupil. Tbe next was tbe promise by the Board 
of Eaucation of a balf boliday to tbe room tbat sbould bave no tardiness lor 
four consecutive weeks. This example ~as followed by other schools, until 
one grdmmar scbool diminisbea its rate from twenty cases in one montb to 
three in one ye·ar. Another had only one case during last year. Now for the 
sequ~l. One room ' in this school' resolved to consolidate its r,ew.ards into 
.• . e!ght . weeks and have its half bolidays tpgether. When some six weeks of 
. this time bad elapsed one scbolar came late. He was fond of bis school, 
. b.right and young for his grade, but small and delicate. At noon a crowd of 
· boys,' enraged at tbeir sport-spoiler, caugbt bim, kicked, cuffed, and bruised 
." .bim, and finally took bim, frightened, bloody, and dirty, as he was, and im, 
·mersed him in a deep ditcb. A prompt rescue by his teacher saved bim from 
mqre abuse, but she was obliged to take him home to prevent further mani-
festations. 
A fortun'!te warm day in November prevented Cbarlie Z. from t~king a 
severe cold, but the effect of a nervous shock who can calculate? It is scarce-
ly possible tbat tlii·s is the only instance of hazing that has occurred during 
these ttiree yearS. 
,Moral: When a teacher resolves to try this plan let her be very' sure of her 
· ~cholars. R. M. 
EVANSTON, Nov. 10. 
====== 
MEANS OF CORRECTING OFFENSES. 
Po tlte Editors rif the Wukly: 
• 4,11 teachers, I presume, bave been more or less pe.rplexed about penalties, 
or means of -correcting faults and punishing -misdemeanors, I notice an occa-
sional contribution on this subject. in your columns, and J venture to offer a 
suggestion. ' . 
It is hardly necessary to enter upon a discussion of corporal punishment as 
a means or correction. The most tbat will be conceded by experienced and 
enligbt;med educator. is, I believe, that whipping, ,if allowed at all, can be 
allowed only as an exception and in extreme cases. Tbe perplexity is to 
fil!-d some mode of genel)ll ' and easy application that ·can be used in the every-
day discipline ' of the scbool, and that shall be sufficient to enforce the order 
of the school under ordinary circumstances. 
I have, durin~ my nearly twenty year. of experience, found the following 
plan to work sati.sfactorily. By this plan, offenses· are classified i.llthree · di· 
-visions. 
I. Little delinquencies, faults ot forgetfulness or carelessness, that may be 
e~pected in cbildren, ana to which no great blame should be attached. For 
,tilese I give a very small mark, and a number of these marks affect, in a 
: slig!lt degree, the repOrt of "onduct which is made monthly or quarterly. The 
, desire to have a gOGd report is generally strong enough to check delinquin-
cies of this kind. 
get through it in a pleasant way, instructing my pupils that it is the polite 
thing to say "thank you" for the special attention thus bestowed upon them! 
This they generally do. To those that often present themselves for this ex· 
ercise, I assign a passage of prose. It seems to strengthen tbe memory, won-
derfully! 
3. Grave offenses. in wbich there is a degree of moral wrong. Tbese sbould 
be empbasized before tbe scbools and reported at once to parents. My pen-
alty for them, m.de witb reference to boarding-school regilllt, would not be 
practicable in a day scbool. But some means could be found in such scbools,. 
for making tbe offonse prominent, and teacbers can readily invent, tbem. 
All tbe marks are 'entered o'n a little daily report book and read at the close . 
of school; tben entered on the Register. The plan is very simple, and is not, 
of course, new. Some of our younger t~achers may possibly find sOll>e points 
of interest and profit in it. C. W. L. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
Tbe ,making of Mr. Howland ex·officio Superintendent would be accom-
plished witbout injury to the higb school, by dubbing Mr: G. P. Welles vice-
principal of that institution. This measure would-be attended by more a~ 
vantages than the mere saving of money. The examination for admission to. 
the high schools would then be without the suspicion that one of the schools 
had been drilled on questions very similar to tbe ones presented, and the prac.. 
tice of having private examinations to admit lame ducks and half-wits from 
abroad, while the graduates of our own schools are barred out by a "sprung" 
average and tbe Qmission of the marks in reading and writing, would then be 
less in vogue than at "present. . . 
At the last public examination only one Chicago girl out of about 200 was_ 
allowed to pass, in order that there might be room for candidates from abroad 
to. come in during the year in private examinations. But if there is another 
private examination this year, the WEEKLY, by facts in its possession about 
former ones; will send a certain party out of the city by public outcry, or CGm-
mence spelling its name with a w, e, a. 
One part of Supernumerary Doty's· policy is to dismiss any teacher having 
Mrs. prefixed tober name. ' B~t tbe measure being attended with great com-
plications and embarrassments, he does not know how to advance it. His 
last exploit in this direction was to drop a married lady and then take her . 
back without any action of tbe board or any of its committee; but h!! punished 
her for getting married by gi~ing her for the first month ot the year only sub-
.titute's pay. 
There are two cases that we know, of teach~rs' coming back witbout cere-
mony after being dropped, and taking their places in the schools. If there 
are any other dropped teachers wbo bave not got back we advise them to walk 
rigbt into their rooms on the precedents establisbed, wbich cases will he fur. 
nished by tbe WEEKLY on application. ' 
B~t there is a second feature to Mr. Doty's policy which is more likely to 
be successful. It is to dismiss tbe maiden veterans, and, as he is reported' to 
have expressed it, "put every member of the torce urider obli!;ation to him as' 
soon as practicable." If tliose who have no idea of marriage and no out· look 
but teaching do not bestir themselves, they will, at no distant day, be badly 
"Ieft." The most favorable time to act will be the-first of January, since 14r. 
Doty, du.ring his -first year, cunningly had the time of electing the sqperin-
endent cnanged from September to June, in anticipation of a Republican 
mayor after Colvin and ('f breakers ahead. It will be easier to cut off the ap. 
propriation than defeat his election, for, as he did when caught surreptitiously 
circulating blanks during the last year Gf , M~. Pickard's incum!>ency, upon 
bei'lg cornered, he will plead and beg, and, except to an expert teacher who 
sees tbrough his pomposity, or to a spirited person who despises a coward; . 
there is nothing in his character to excite positive antipathy, and so, out of 
humanitY, the boiud will hesit~te to drop him. , 
The writer can not bope to shape the appointments to the board next sum- ' 
mer. ,So if Mr. Doty is not crowded out next January, he will probably hGld 
until after the actiGn of the legislature' in 1880.. B~t by that time how many 
of the veteran teachers will be left? 2. MGre serious faults, that indicate an intentional disregard of rule, or a 
persistent indifference to discipline. . For each cas<: of this kind a double 
~ mark, or mor~, is giv,en, and a task is ""signed. Tbis task is nGt in writing In ord~r' to prepare the minds of our readers for-some personal charllct~iis- , 
for I constder an exercise of tbis kind damaging to the h"alth of children, if tics, and means and motives Gf action of Mr. Doty, which will be almost in· 
prolGnged and frequent as in some cases it must be. I give a few ·ver.es of credible when related in tbe fullness of time, we would sugg';;tthis reflection: 
.pOetry to be learned /lnd' recited out of t~e.reading ·boo)t. The p~pil is de- The creature cannot rise above the creator. I ' 
'Wned after school for this, but is allowed to stapd or to walk in the school- · , The creators Gf Mr. Doty, officially, were of two classes-the (oolers a"d 
.' . room, for 911ange of position. I 'Call this "stropping into poetry;" and try to", the fooled. "The fdolers were Richherg, GGggin, English, Wald, an~ S~v,"n 
, , ~ ,.. I "" • • " \ .~ 
'-' 
,.' 
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~Alexander). The fooled were Perry H. Smith, Erns~ Prussing, H. D. Col: 
-vin, Adolph Shoeniger, P. A. Hoyne, and W. K. Sulltvan. Rodney Welch 
acted through a personal grudge and pure cussedness. Against the character 
of" the fooled, we have not a word to say. Of the foolers -it is not necessary 
for us to say anytbing; they are now telling the whole story of one anotber. 
The mills of the gods are in tull operation. 
From the above category, ' to a certain extent, we would take the name of 
Mr. Ward. Pe':'onally he is as honest as St. Peter; but he is penny.wise and 
an obstacle to .needed repairs in the schools. Mr. Pickard was a liberal man-
ager of strong choracter and he brushed Mr. Ward aside like a fin hence it 
. was a relief to him to have Pickard out, and a man in tbat he could lord it 
- over and use. And to this end his wealth without his using a cent of it gave 
him a power tbat was 1'10re effective than that of any other member of tbe 
ring. 
, . THE RECESS. 
The ways of the small boy are past finding out; but even in his blundering 
there is a touch of method. The schools of Chicago are now under high 
. press~re, the superintendent believing that. children s~ould be taught to read 
a page of a book at a single gl~nce and gIve t~e footmg of ~ :olu~n of .fig-
ures in the interval between a wIDk and a squIDt. Perhaps It IS thIS poltcy, 
and yet may be the native shrewdness, of the Chicago boy, that led 'a west-
side pupil recently to define a (orporalion, by saying: "A corruption is a 
body which by law have the right to cheat in business as a single individuaI." 
The city urchins have not a monopoly of the wit and wisdom of the !lay. 
-A little E vanston feU ,w, after a performance of Pinafore improves on the 
text of Gilbert, if not upon the music of Sullivan, by rendering it, 
"I'm a little gutter·pup, gutter.pup I I" 
Nor has the Moody and Sankey movement been entirely I!,st upon him. 
True to the fashion of his pious village he combines religion with amusement 
-and entertains his admiring female relations . with, 
"Hold tbe fort, for I am coming 1 
Joseph Porter, K. C. B. !" 
, A Chicago school-master who has lately traveled in Europe tells a good 
story of himself. In Munich desiring to find his way t? the principal church 
he-mu.tered all the German he had imbibed during a decade in Chicago, but 
it was lost on the benigbted Municbers. At last spying a young iady that 
look~d pleasanter than the otbers be assaulted her with "Wo ist die Kirche ?" 
and giving bis Englisb a foreign accent, " Wo isfthe cath·e-d"rawn" Look· 
ing at him impatiently, she replied, "I can speak English well enougb, but 
I don'.t knowwbatyou're saying !" 
====== 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
_ Tbe party advertising pocket·books in tbis paper is a personal acquaint-
ance. M Jney may be safdy sent in accordance witb his advertisement. 
-Subscribers will please bear in mind that the WEEKLY is furnished for 
. two do lars a year only on condition tbat payment is made in advance, not 
afler the expi;ation of thirty days. The price tben i. $z.50. 
, -There are many articles particularly desired by teachers, which it is im· 
possible to find on sale outside of tbe large cities. If you wish to make a 
Christmas present to a friend, ~!,d cannot find the articie wanted in your own 
town, address tbe Educational Purchasing Agency, Chicago, and obtain just 
what you want at tbe lowes,t net cash price. 
'A BIT OF CORRESPONDENCE WHICH EXPLAINS ITSELF. 
E. N. Fres"man &> Bros., Cineinnall, O. 
CHICAGO, Nov. 10, 1879. 
. GENTLEMEN :-Oor subscribe~; are still .complaining because we publish 
the advertisement of Sherman & Co., and in ju;tification of tbeir complaint 
one bas sent us a copy of· Agents' Herald which we forward to you, with 
marked column showing tbe fraudulent cbaracter of said firm. What have 
you to say in defense of tlie fi rm? We shall be glad to h ' ve assurance from 
you, and evidence, tbat tbe hrm is bonest and reliable, as you have before as- . 
sure!i us, as we do not wish to publiSh an advertisement of any party unworthy 
tbe p':trona~e . of our readers; nor do we wisb to exciude the advertisement, 
ifby so domg we would do an injustice to the advertisers. 
·W"- h"pe to bear from you soon, and very likely we shall publish your an· 
swer in Ihe WEEKLY so that all may understand our position and the facts in 
'the case. Very truly, S .. R. ~INCH,ELL &"Co. 
CINCINNATI, Nov. II, 1879. 
"Puolis"ers oj Edu(ational Wukly, C!ti(ago: 
GENTLEMEN :-Yours loth to hand. So far as the article in the Arml.' 
H erald is concerned the writer has very strong evidence that its publication 
was simply an act of blackmail because Messrs. Sherman & Co. ,efused to ad-
vertise in tbat sheet. 
On the otber hand the writer has seen numerous letters from agents ex· 
pressing perfect satisfachon with the business. 
Aside from tbis the parties have paid us a great deal of money, have acted 
squarely in all their dealings, and are well spoken of by the P. M., Mayor, and 
others of Marshall. If it was our own case we should insert the ad. knowing 
what we do. Y" urs truly, E. N. FRESHMAN 8i BROS. 
PREMIUMS FOR SUBSORIBERS. 
For two or more subsC1'ibers at $2. 00 each, we will send 
postpaid any book or books the retail price of which does' 
not exceed one-third of the an~ouftt Of 1noney sent. ' 
t 
~ B~Okl Worth. 
For two subscribers and $4 ............. ·· ..................... .. $1.33 
For three subscribers and $6 ....................... . ............ 2.00 
For six subscribers and $12 ..... .. .... . .. . .. .. ....... ........... 4.00 
For nine subscribers and $18 ............... .. ..... . ......... .. . 6 .00 
For twelve subscribers and $24 .... .. . : ........................ 8.00 
The following books are particularly recommended: 
Kennedy's Pbilosopby o( Scbool Discipline. 
Huntington's Unconscious Tuition . . . . . 
Fitch's Art of Questioning . . . . . . . . . 
De Graft' s School. room Song Budget. . • . . . . . . . . 
Soldan's Grube's Method of Teaching Numbers. . . . . . . • . • 
DeGraft's Scbool.room Chorus.. • • . . . . • . . . 
Wedgwood's Topical Analysis .....•.... 
Hoose on tbe Province of Metbods in Teaching . 
Regents' Questions, ,25 cents each, complete . 
Holbrook's Normal Methods . . . 
Phelps' Teacher's Hand Book. . 
Nurtbend's Teacher's Assistant. . . . . . . . . . 
Page's Theory and Practice. • . • . . . . . . • . • . . . • . • 
DeGraWs School-room Guide . . • . • . . . • • 
Johonnot's Principles and Practice of Teacbing . 
Kiddie's How to Teach. . . . . . . . . . . 
Craig's Common Scbool Question Book. . . . 
Tbe Normal QlIes~ion Book. . . . . . . . . 
The Orator's Manual. . . . . . • . . • 
Wickersham's School Economy. . . 
Wickersham's Methods of Instruction. . . 
Getting on in the World. . . . • . . .. 
Wurds; thtir U. e and Abuse. • • . . . .• • ..•..•. 
Web, ter's National PictorJal Dictionary, 1040 pp., over 600 illlustra· 
tions. Sbeep.. ... . . . . . . : . . . . . . • • • . '. 
W,ncester' . Unabridged Dictionary. • • • ' . ' . • . • • . 
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary 1928 pp., with Supplement • 
Manuals for Teachers: 
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If the price exceeds the amount due on premiums se!ld the bal: , 
unce in cash . ' 
Do not wait to make up your whole list before sending. Send 
the first two names, slating II,at they are to be placed to ytJUr cretl't 
for a premium, and add more as ~ou get them. ' ' 
No such account will be opened, however, unless two subscrip. 
tions (one of which may be your own) are sent with tile first or-
der. After that, single subscriptions may be ordered, always, 
stating th,at they are to be credited on account of premium. 
Aiwa;ys state whethefo flour order is a rtmewal;or a neW 
name. 
Date your letters fully and carefully, and state in them the ex-
act amount of money sent, and the form in which it i s senl:-
whether registered, postal order, or bank draft. 
If you send checks upon any bank outside of Chicago, New 
York, Boston, or Philadelphia, add fifteen cents; for collection. 
Currency or letter stamps may be sent in a letter, but alwa-y,s at 
t~e sender's risk . . We do not wan.t stamps of illarger denomina-. 
tlop. than 'three's. S. R. WINCHELL &: Co., PublisheB. 
LOST. 
From Tinsley's Magazine. 
A wild rose by the wayside hu~g, 
Dew·glittering on the morning air, 
A pure, scarce conscious perfume flung; 
I looked, and found the flow'ret fair-
So fair, I sought with sudden zest 
To wear its beauty on my breast. 
The trembling petals at my touch 
A sWl'eter, subtler fragrance shed; 
'Tis strange I loved that flower so mucll, 
Al)d-it was dead. 
In that 'high mood when thought hath wings, 
And finds alone its speech in song, 
I struck an old harp's slumbering strings, 
And drew an idle hand along; 
Nor dreamed lhe careless chords had caught 
The life note that my spirit sought, 
'Fill sudden on my startled p.ar 
Its dream-cr.eated accents woke. 
Alack! I bought the rapture dear-
The string had broke. 
I heard a wild bird on the shore 
SlDging a' wild song to the sea; 
And bold the 'burden that it bore, 
And sweeter than all else to me-
So sweet, I caged the bird to hear 
- His magic minstrelsy more near. 
Untamed, the captive's swelling throat 
In one sad song his whole soul cast; 
Too well I knew his loveliest note 
• Had been his last; 
And y.et, while memory hath power 
To count the hours too vainly spent, 
The fragrance of that faded flower, 
That harp" last.pying music, blent 
WIth the wild hird's weIrd death.song, will 
, Hau'lt every waking moment still, 
Teaching my heart the bitter cost 
OLalllhe eye of hope hath seen, 
Of all. that life hath won and lost _ . 
That might have been . 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUMBERS 01 the WEBKLY will be furnished for ten cents each uDtil the supply is exhausted. 
If notice is sent us of a miSSing number immediately on 
receipt of the fUzt Dumber, we will 'mail it frec. Always 
give the ",.m6er of the paper, Dot the date. 
In ordering a change in the address of your paper. always 
gtve the postoffice and"'state I'rom which you wish the ad-
dress changed. 
Bound 'volume: for 18n, Hair Morocco', with gilt stamp 
can be had for '5.00. Covers alone, for any two volumes (one year), 15 c~nts. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (40 Nos.), $2.50. If paid in advance, $2.00. 
Six months (20'Nos.), ~ • .so. ff _ II 1 .25. 
Three months lID Nos.) .15. U ff .65 
Eacn Monthly Edition, sacena a year in advance. 
The Dumber on each subscriber's address-label sbows when 
. the f'oubscription will expire, whether it has been paid or 
cbarged. • 
Remittances should be sent by reKlstered letter, draft, or 
postoffice money order, payable to S. R . WINCHBLL & Co; 
Do "oJ send Bank Clucks. TAey cost'" IS cnet, ajuce For colllction. 
·TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per line, agate measure. 10 cents each insertion. When a 
SpeCial location is chosen, 12 cents a hne. Special Notices 
In Publishers' Depanment, 2S cent~'a line. . 
alf~:e~~:~:~~~~h~~dt~io:so~tth~ Wo,;:K~~~ ~tt:d~~: 
published for local CirculatIon in the various states. 
.. . Est!matCi for special time or space will be,given upon ap-
plIcation. . 
da~e~li~::ld be received by Saturday noon,. previous to 
Each advenising' page of THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY 
contains three columns, each column ten inches, and one 
inch fourteen lines. ~ , 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one doHar. 
Ord~rs from strange,s must be paid monthly in adavnce. 
A.dd.Ru all communications to • . 
S. R . WIN€HELL &; CO,,- Publishers, • 
AahIand ~loi:k, cor. Clark and Kand"lpb S ... , 
'... . ' . Chicaao, Ill. 
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The form below is that of the two sides of our Recitation and Report Card Combined. It'is a very 
convenient device for handling large classes, calling on pupils at random without beini' ohliged to think 
of the name beforehand, or .giving the pupils any idea of who is to I:e called on, and, at tho same time, 
'having the means of marking right in one's hand. Each class should be represented by a pack, anel 
the packs may be of different colors. . 
II any of our rea<!ers desire to use them, a supply will be sent by the publishers of the \VEEKLY on 
receil t of 60 cent_ por hundre". 
MONTHLY REPORT TO PARENTS, 
For the SCHOOL MONTH of. ..................................... . 
Room............ ..... . ......................... : ........ .School. 
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE. 
Number of balf-duys Absent, 
Number of times Tardy, -
Number of times 
Number of times 
SCHOOL DEPORTMENT. 
NlUIlber of ':!mea DIsturbance baa bee. Created 
By Idleness, 
By Carelessness, ' 
By Wbispering, . 
By ................................................ . 
By ................................................ _ 
SCHO,UBSllP AVERAGE AND WK. 
General Average ot tbe Class, . 
Average of Pupil for the Month, 
Number of Pupils in tbe Class, 
H:mk in Class, 
General Progress .................................................................... . 
............... ... Teacher. 
Parents are requested to examtnetbls Report caretnlly, and also 
the marks In 8eholarehtp on tbe other side ot tb18 Card, 6ign it and 
nmm. It to the Teacher. 
.. __ ........................ _ ........................ ..,-......................... Parent. 
BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED, 
Public Schools of Little Rock. Annual Report 
of the Superintendent of City Schools of the School 
District of Little Rock, Ark., for the school year 
ending July I, 1879. J. M. Fish, Superintendent of 
City Schools. 
Twelfth Biennial Report of the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction of the State of Illinois, 1877' 
1878: . S. M. Etter, Superintendent. 
Twcinty·fifth Annual Report of the Board of 
Controllers, and the Sixlh Annual Report of the 
Superintendent of Public Schoo~s of Allegh.eny 
City, Pa., for the school year ending June 1, 1879. 
L. H. Durling, Superintendent. 
QuincY Public Schools. Course of Study. Ar\th-
metic. Form. 'Boston: Wm. Ware & Company, 
1879. Price 10 cents. 
Dayton !'ublic Schools; Annual Report of !he 
Board of Education for ·thel School year endlDg 
Aug. 31, 1878. John Hancock, Superintendent of 
Instruction. 
The WEEKLY grows in interest to me.-Prin. 
L. S. Kilborn, Marshall, III, 
'We can't do without your princely EDUCATION-
AL WEEKLY.-Editor Danville (III.) News. 
This journal has pa. . ed through varied changes, 
and' may now he called one of tbe best, certainly 
the liveliest, of all our educational publications. 
Every teacher in the land should read it. Tbe 
Editor's peil has the genuine Irish wit and humor. 
His articles are always interesting.-B,·ainer¢'s 
Musical 1+orld. 
I have used this wor~ (Wedgwood' s Topical 
Analysis,) for two months last past, and am highly 
pleasedwitp it"and have$hown the copy I have to 
a number <i( our bl!st teacbers, and all are pleased 
with tile work.-l'rin. y. W. X.is~, Lebanm, Ind. 
II l:caJ.j Sp~ 11. I Wrilc. 1 Gram, I Gcog. I Bise. I Arith. 1 HisL 
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I like the WERKLY very much.-Supt. C. y. 
Hartzler, Ntwark, O. . 
The WEEKLY comes regularly, and I want i.t to 
come as long as it lives. You are doing a good 
work, and I enjoy' it mightily.-Prin. Yohn Swdl, 
San Francisco, Gat. 
------
A FAST· SELLING BOOK 
During the coming campaign will be the "Voters' 
Text Book" and Political History of the Uniled 
States, compiled from official sources and brought 
down to date. It is not partisan , and will sell to 
all parti~s. It is published in Engli.h and Ger-
man, 600 'clOwn octavo pages, illustrated and well 
bound, for $2.50. A standard and accurate work, 
sold by canvassing agents only. Fred L. Horton & 
Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 
()ODsn.m.ptlon Cured. 
AN old phy sician, retired from practice, having bad placed 
in his hands byan East india missionary the formula ora , 
simple vegetable remedy for the speedy and perinanent cure 
for Consumption. Bronchitis, Catarrh, Allithma, and all 
Throat and Lung AffectiOns, also a positive ~nd radical cure 
for Nervous Debility and all NeT.vOUJ Complaint~, afler hav- ,-
ing tested ils 'wor'iderful curative powers lU thousands of 
cases, has felt it hiS duty to make It known. to his suffering 
~lows. 'Actuated by by this motive and a desire to relieve , 
human suffering, I will send (ree of charge to ~U wh<? desire 
it. this recipe. in German, French, or English. wuh full 
directions for preparing amI using. Sent by mail by add rea-
sing With stamp, nammg this paper, \V . W. 8HBaAR, ItIQ ~ 
PO"IINrl' Block, Rochater , .N. Y. 
BRAIN AND NERVE FOOD. 
VITALIZED PHOSPHATES. 
Cure those forms ' f debility and nervousness that have their 
origin in a weakened digestion. Physicians have used 193,-
000 packages. 
For sale by druggists or mailed. 
F. CROSBY, 666 6th Ave., N. Y. 
